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Preface to ITC Brazil Wave 3 Technical Report 

 

The International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation Project (the ITC Project) is a multi-

country prospective cohort study designed to measure the psychosocial and behavioural impact 

of key policies of FCTC in 29 countries. On November 03, 2005, Brazil ratified the World 

Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC). In 2008, the 

ITC Project at University of Waterloo began to partner with Cristina de Abreu Perez and 

colleagues from the Brazilian National Cancer Institute (INCA) to create the ITC Brazil 

Project, a longitudinal prospective longitudinal study of adult (18+) smokers and non-smokers 

 

The ITC Brazil Wave 1 Survey was conducted from April to June 2009 among 1,215 adult 

smokers and 610 adult non-smokers (Total=1,825). The second wave was conducted from 

October 2012 to February 2013 (i.e., three years after the first wave) among 1,222 adult 

smokers and 608 non-smokers (Total=1,830). The third wave was conducted from September 

29, 2016 (i.e., more than three years after the second wave) and completed March 02, 2017 

among 1,358 adult smokers (including 142 quitters) and 470 non-smokers (Total=1,828). This 

report documents the third wave of the International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation (ITC) 

Brazil Survey.  

 

The ITC Brazil Project contracted the same survey firm, Expertise, to conduct all the three 

waves.    
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

The International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation Project (the ITC Project) is a multi-

country prospective cohort study designed to measure the psychosocial and behavioral impact 

of key policies of the World Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 

(WHO FCTC). The ITC Project is a large global research initiative that currently involves 29 

countries (Australia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brazil, Canada, China (Mainland), France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Spain, Thailand, United Arab Emirates—Abu 

Dhabi, United Kingdom, Uruguay, United States of America and Zambia) inhabited by over 

50% of the world’s population, over 60% of the world’s smokers, and over 70% of the world’s 

tobacco users.  

 

1.2 Main Objectives 

The broad objective of the ITC Brazil Project was to evaluate and understand the impact of the 

FCTC tobacco control policies as they are implemented in the countries participating in the 

International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation Project (the ITC Project).  

 

The objectives of the ITC Brazil Project were: 

 Effectiveness study aims: 

- To examine whether a policy introduced in Brazil will affect self-reported smoking 

behavior (e.g., quit attempts, successful quitting, quit intentions) among smokers, as 

compared to smokers in countries where that policy is not being introduced; 

- To examine whether a policy introduced in Brazil will enhance policy-relevant 

psychosocial variables (e.g., warning labels: measures of label salience) among 

smokers, as compared to smokers in countries where the relevant policy has not 

changed; 

- To examine whether a policy introduced in Brazil will impact levels of general 

psychosocial variables that have been identified in past research to be related to 

smoking and quitting (e.g., beliefs and attitudes, perceived risk, subjective norms, 

perceived behavioral control/self-efficacy, intentions to quit) among smokers, 

compared to countries with no policy change. 

 Mediation and moderation study aims: 

- To examine whether the effects of FCTC policies that have been introduced in Brazil 

were being offset by compensatory behaviors (e.g., whether price increases lead to 

brand switching rather than to quitting); 
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- To examine whether the effects of tobacco control policies were moderated by 

situational and individual-difference factors such as (a) demographic variables (age, 

gender, socio-economic status (SES); (b) personality variables (e.g., time perspective); 

(c) environmental context (e.g., number of peers/family members who smoke or use 

other forms of tobacco), and (d) smoking history of the individual (e.g., past quit 

attempts, tobacco use intensity).  

- To examine whether the effects of each policy on smoking behavior were mediated by 

those psychosocial variables that have been identified by past research to be important 

in predicting and understanding smoking behavior. 

 Contextual study aims: 

- To conduct analyses that will examine the natural history of smoking and cessation in 

Brazil and also whether the factors that predict smoking and quitting are the same or 

different across the ITC countries;  

- To compare the impact of FCTC policies in Brazil to their impact in other high income 

countries (HICs) to test the hypothesis that for some policy domains, the impact of the 

FCTC policies will be stronger in Brazil. Additionally, to compare the impact of FCTC 

policies in HICs (like Brazil) to Low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) to test the 

hypothesis that for some policy domains, the impact of the FCTC policies will be 

stronger in LMICs. 

 

1.3 The Research Team 

The Wave 3 of the ITC Brazil Project is a collaborative project between the ITC Project at the 

University of Waterloo, led by Principal Investigator Geoffrey T. Fong; and the Brazilian 

Cancer Foundation (Fundação do Cancer), led by Principal Investigator Cristina de Abreu 

Perez. The Brazilian Cancer Foundation is a non-profit institution that raises funds and invests 

in cancer prevention, early diagnosis and treatment. Their mission is to promote strategic 

actions for prevention and control of cancer and also to support all activities of the Brazilian 

National Cancer Institute (INCA) who are also partners in this project. INCA is part of the 

Brazilian Ministry of Health and has a mandate to develop and coordinate the National Policy 

on cancer prevention and control in Brazil. Within this context, INCA has coordinated the 

National Tobacco Control Program since 1989 with the aim of reducing smoking prevalence 

and consequently the burden of tobacco related diseases and deaths. Although nationally 

coordinated by INCA and the National Secretary of Drugs Policy (SENAD), the ITC Brazil 

Project includes several other Brazilian partners, including the Cancer Foundation, Oswaldo 

Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz), and the Brazilian Alliance for Tobacco Control (ACTbr).  
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2 Sampling Design and Fieldwork 

 

2.1 Target Population 

Respondents were adult smokers and non-smokers, aged 18 years or older. Smokers were 

defined as those who smoked more than 100 cigarettes in their lifetime, and smoked at least 

once in the past 30 days at recruitment. Non-smokers were defined as those adults NOT 

meeting the criterion for smokers, described above. Individuals in jail and those living in 

institutions were ineligible for the survey. 

2.2 Sampling Design, Frame, and Size  

2.2.1 Sampling Design 

The ITC Brazil Survey is a prospective longitudinal study, and its sampling design was chosen 

to yield representative random samples of adult smokers and non-smokers residing in the cities 

of Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, and Porto Alegre. The sampling design for ITC Brazil Wave 1-

3 are practically identical. Below is a map of Brazil. 

 

Figure 1: Map of Brazil  
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2.2.2 Sampling Frame 

The telephone sample in each city was taken by systematic sampling from a comprehensive 

electronic directory of listed residential landlines provided by the Brazilian survey research 

firm (Expertise) that was contracted to collect the Wave 1-3 data. Within each of the three 

cities, households were randomly selected/called until the quotas of 400 smokers and 200 non-

smokers were achieved.  

2.2.3 Sampling Sizes 

The ITC Brazil Survey is a longitudinal cohort study: respondents who participated in Wave 2 

were recontacted in Wave 3 to answer the follow-up survey. The Wave 1 of the ITC Brazil 

Survey included a total sample size of 1,825, (1,215 adult smokers and 610 adult non-smokers). 

At Wave 2, a total of 1,830 respondents were interviewed (1,222 adult smokers and 608 non-

smokers).  Of the total, 755 were cohort respondents who participated in Wave 1 and 1,075 

were newly recruited at Wave 2. For Wave 3, a total of 1,828 respondents were interviewed 

(1,358 adult smokers (including 142 quitters) and 470 non-smokers). Of the total, 754 were 

cohort respondents who participated in Wave 2 and 1,074 were newly recruited at Wave 3.  

 

Table 1: Sample sizes in the Waves 1-3 ITC Brazil  

 

 

City 

Wave 1 (n=1,825) Wave 2 (n=1,830) Wave 3 (n=1,828) 

Smoker/quitter 

 

Non-smoker Smoker/quitter Non-smoker Smoker/quitter Non-smoker 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Rio de 

Janeiro 

 

168 242 71 134 139 258 69 132 228 221 57 99 

Sao 

Paulo 

 

185 218 77 126 154 268 61 142 231 229 47 111 

Porto 

Alegre 
166 236 75 127 136 267 69 135 198 251 60 96 

Total 519 696 223 387 429 793 199 409 657 701 164 306 
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2.3 Contingencies in the ITC Brazil Wave 3 Fieldwork  

The fieldwork started with a soft launch in September 27, 2016 and data collection was 

completed in March 02, 2017. There were a number of challenges encountered during the 

fieldwork and they are described below: 

 

2.3.1 Gender Quota Adjustment 

At Wave 3, gender impositions quotas were included when sampling the replenishment sample 

to fix the female male ratio imbalance of the re-contact sample to match the correct gender 

proportions of smokers in the population.  

 

At Wave 3, gender quotas were implemented for the replenishment sample. In each city, the 

gender quota ensured that the percentage of male smokers in the replenishment sample was 

about the same as the percentage of male smokers in that city. For example, 63.4% of smokers 

in Rio de Janeiro were males, whereas 58.0% of smokers recruited at Wave 3 in that city were 

males. Those quotas were necessary because differences in refusal rates between gender and 

other selection biases, meant that female smokers were overrepresented in the sample.  Note 

that those quotas were only imposed for smokers, as gender bias was not really an issue for 

non-smokers. Furthermore, note that no such quotas were imposed at Waves 1 and 2, and 

female smokers were thus overrepresented in the combined (i.e., respondents recruited at all 

three waves) sample. The sampling weights are correct for this overrepresentation, but this 

comes at the price of increased variance and correspondingly reduced precision. 

 

2.3.2 Data Collection Breaks 

At Wave 3, data collection commenced in September 29, 2016. However, the survey firm 

(Expertise) closed temporarily for the Christmas holiday in December 20, 2016. Expertise 

resumed data collection in January 09, 2017 and completed it in March 02, 2017. 
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3 Survey Development, Protocols and Quality Control 

 

3.1 Survey Development 

The survey development process begun with a series of teleconferences to review the previous 

survey from Wave 1 and 2 and agreement regarding what questions would be dropped from 

earlier waves and consideration of new questions to evaluate the impact of new tobacco control 

policies that may have been implemented after Wave 2. The smoker survey contained common 

measures of tobacco use found in all ITC country surveys, including historical and current 

tobacco use behaviour, addiction/dependence, prices, taxation and sources of tobacco products, 

beliefs and attitudes about smoking, knowledge about smoking related diseases and tobacco 

constituents, tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship and perceived risk, cessation, as 

well as questions to measure the effectiveness of new tobacco control policies adopted since 

or to be adopted from March 2013. The survey was translated into Portuguese.  

 

3.2 Sampling Procedure  

For Wave 1, within each of the three cities, households were randomly called through a 

systematic sampling method until the planned 400 smokers and 200 non-smokers were 

interviewed.  One respondent from each household was selected for an interview. In 

households with multiple eligible respondents, the next birthday method was used to select a 

single respondent. No substitution within the household was allowed.  Once non-smoker 

quotas were filled, only smokers were recruited.  A minimum of 5 call backs were conducted 

before retiring the household. To avoid call-scheduling bias, recruitment calls were conducted 

at various times of the day and on different days of the week. 

 

For Wave 2, cohort respondents were re-contacted for follow-up, and any loss of the cohort 

was filled with newly recruited smokers and non-smokers as needed.  Smokers from Wave 1 

who had quit between waves were still eligible, being routed through the survey to answer 

questions designed for quitters. A minimum of 20 calls were made to re-interview each Wave 

1 respondent. 

 

For Wave 3, cohort respondents were re-contacted for follow-up, and any loss of the cohort 

was filled with newly recruited smokers and non-smokers as needed. At Wave 3, gender 

impositions quotas were included when sampling the replenishment sample to fix the gender 

imbalance of the re-contact sample to match the correct gender proportions of smokers in the 

population. Smokers from Wave 2 who had quit between waves were still eligible, being routed 

through the survey to answer questions designed for quitters. A minimum of 10 calls were 

made to re-interview each Wave 2 respondent.  
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3.3 Interview Protocol 

The Brazilian team oversaw the survey fieldwork of the ITC Brazil survey, hiring the research 

survey firm, Expertise to conduct the interviews. All interviews were conducted using 

Computer-Assisted Telephone Interview (CATI) system as per the standard calling/interview 

protocol used in the majority of ITC CATI Surveys. That said, Expertise adapted the calling 

guidelines to follow the best practices when conducting phone interviews in Brazil. Below 

were the general interview guidelines for the recontact and replenishment respondents. 

3.3.1 Guidelines for Recontacting Wave 2 Cohort Respondents 

 Eligibility was determined by participation at Wave 2, i.e., all Wave 2 respondents 

were eligible at Wave 3. Wave 2 recontact respondents were first recontacted by 

landlines only. 

 Upon contacting a Wave 2 respondent, the interviewer obtained consent to 

participate.  

 At any time, the respondent was free to suggest an alternate survey interview time, or 

could withdraw from the survey. 

 For the recontact respondents, a message was left on the answering machine on the 1st 

and 6th calls of each of the 2 weeks in which that respondent was being actively 

recruited. A minimum of 10 call backs were made.  

3.3.2 Guidelines for the Replenishment (New Recruits) Respondents 

 Eligibility of the newly recruited (replenishment) respondents was determined by 

their responses to the essential questions of the Replenishment Survey.  

 Those who qualified and agreed to participate would then do so (if at all possible) in 

the same call.  

 Those who qualified and agreed but could not participate on the same call were 

scheduled for a future call in which the replenishment survey was administered. 

 For replenishment respondents, the interviewers making the initial recruitment call 

were not allowed to leave any message (not even a limited one) when recruiting new 

respondents.  

 To avoid call-scheduling bias, recruitment calls were conducted at various times of 

the day and on different days of the week, including the weekend.   

 More calls were made during the evening and/or weekends in order to increase the 

chance of contact. 

 For each selected participant, 7 attempts were used at different times of day and 

different days of the week to try to make contact. This included attempts on landlines 

only. If one was called and there was no answer, the other number, if known, was also 

attempted. This counted as one of the 7 contact attempts. 
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 Interviewers who made the initial recruitment call would not leave any message (not 

even a limited one) when recruiting new respondents.  

 If respondent had a close family member who had been diagnosed with a smoking-

related disease, interviewers used discretion and tact, per their usual survey firm 

procedures. Note: the survey script allowed for the respondent to participate if she/he 

still desired to. 

 If respondent showed psychological distress, interviewers used discretion and tact, as 

per their usual survey firm procedures. If the interviewer considered that the 

interview was resulting in distress or the respondent was too distressed to continue 

they gave the respondent the option to complete interview later, or if this could result 

in further distress the interviewee was given the option to withdraw from the 

interview. 

 As this was a cohort study and we wished not to influence the behaviours of the 

participants as little as possible, the interviewer did not provide any advice or 

information about quitting support (even just providing the Quitline number) or 

health advice even if information was requested by the respondent. If the respondent 

requested for such information the interviewer said “I am not qualified to give you 

clinical advice, however it should be readily available through your local health 

service or other means.”  

 Refusal conversion: this was done following stipulated scripts that were already 

programmed within the survey.  

 If possible, the survey firm used the same interviewer at various time, but the priority 

was to call on the specified day and time requested by respondent. 

3.3.3 Number of call attempts – for first time calling 

 If phone was ringing, but there was no answer and no answering machine or 

voicemail: a total of 7 call attempts were to be made.  

 If phone was ringing and no answer, but there was an answering machine/voicemail: 

a total of 7 call attempts were to be made.  

 If phone was constantly busy: a total of 7 call attempts were to be made. 

 If a non-adult (i.e., younger than aged18) or adult answered and the respondent from 

the sampling list was not home: a total of 7 call attempts were to be made. 

 

3.3.4 Number of call attempts – Recruits who complete the survey in two or more 

calls  

 If a respondent missed his/her scheduled interview appointment and had an answering 

machine: a message was left and interviewer made call backs twice a day for the next 

3 days. 
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 If respondent missed his/her scheduled appointment time and had no answering 

machine: call back was made later in the same day twice (first within an hour and 

again later), and then another call back was made twice a day for the next 3 days. 

 If respondent missed his/her scheduled appointment time and another member of 

household answered: a message was left and interviewer asked for the best time to 

reach the respondent. The interviewer then called at that time, and if there was no 

answer, the interviewer called once more over the next couple of days. 

 

3.3.5 Issues/troubleshooting 

 ITC Brazil team designated a staff from the Quitline, INCA, and Brazilian Cancer 

Foundation to check messages on their toll-free number on a daily basis during the 

fieldwork period.   

 Requests to reschedule appointments were integrated into the interviewers’ database.  

 All other requests were addressed within 24 hours. 

 

3.3.6 Disposition codes  

 The ITC Brazil Wave 3 survey disposition codes are provided in Section 4.1 and 4.2. 

 Expertise completed the MS Excel spreadsheet provided by ITC Project Data 

Management Centre (DMC) at the University of Waterloo (UW). This information was 

used by DMC to compute response and cooperation rates. 

 Expertise tracked outcomes for each respondent throughout the fieldwork period.   

 

3.3.7 Length of Interview 

 Approximately 50-60 minutes, on average for smokers. 

 Approximately 30-40 minutes, on average for non-smokers 

 

3.3.8 Compensation and Thank-you letters 

In a departure from usual practice in the ITC Surveys, respondents were not compensated for 

their time, because such compensation would violate ethics requirements in Brazil. All study 

respondents received a Thank-you letter for participating in the study (Refer to Appendix B). 

 

3.4 Quality Control 

3.4.1 Pilot Testing of Surveys 

A soft launch of the data collection was done prior to the full launch in September 27, 2016. 

The data from the first 60 interviews were encrypted and safely sent to UW for quality 

checking. The statistician checked that the data was correctly collected and notified the survey 

firm of any errors so that they could fix them before proceeding with the proper data collection. 
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3.4.2 Data Monitoring and Quality Checking 

Several quality measure were taken to ensure high quality data:   

 The survey firm worked with the UW team prior to finalizing the survey to ensure 

accuracy of the CATI Program. The Brazil team was copied in all correspondence 

between the UW team and the survey firm throughout this process. 

 To achieve this goal, the survey firm provided access to the CATI Program to the UW 

team. The latter assisted the survey firm in reviewing the CATI Program and pointing 

out any errors. These errors were fixed by the firm prior to the fieldwork launch. 

 The ITC Survey Management Group (SMG) at UW provided guidance throughout 

the process.  

 The UW and the Brazil teams both approved the CATI survey program before the 

survey firm commenced the data collection. 

3.4.3 Progress Reports 

Weekly reports were sent to UW and Brazil teams by the survey firm (Expertise). They also 

informed the UW Project Manager about any concerns or problems that arose in the field. 

 

3.4.4 Data Delivery and Cleaning  

As an extra precaution to maintain security, data files were encrypted prior to delivery to DMC. 

Once the data were successfully transferred, data cleaning commenced.  

 

After discrepancies had been identified and corrected, additional checks were performed on 

the data to ensure that all skip patterns were correct and no invalid values were found. 

Respondent identifier codes were also checked thoroughly to ensure the data could be correctly 

linked within a survey wave and between waves over time. Any additional discrepancies that 

were identified were also sent back to the in-country data manager for verification. This back 

and forth communication between UW and the survey firm went on until the data were deemed 

clean. Following data processing and cleaning, sampling weights (Appendix C) were 

constructed for the dataset and the final, cleaned datasets were released to the country team, 

by posting them on the secure, internal ITC website. 
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4 Disposition Codes  

4.1 Disposition Codes for Recontact (Cohort) Respondents  

 

Notes: 

1)  Disposition codes are in the first column    

2)  These disposition codes are for cohort respondents 

3) See legend at the bottom 

 

Table 2: Disposition codes for recontact (cohort) respondents 

 

DMC 

Code 

 

Type*1 

 

Description Comments 

A- Interview   

C-A1 P Cohort respondent completes the entire survey; maybe refuses to 

answer a few questions 

 

  

B-Eligible, non-interview   

C-B10.1 P or I 
Cohort respondent refuses before essential questions about smoking 

Distinguishing between C-B10.1 

and C-B10.2 is not essential 

C-B10.2 I 
Cohort respondent breaks off/hangs up before essential questions 

about smoking 

Distinguishing between C-B10.1 

and C-B10.2 is not essential 

C-B11.1 P or I 

Cohort respondent refuses to answer one or more essential questions 

about smoking 

Distinguishing between C-B11.1 

and C-B11.2 is not essential 
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C-B11.2 I 
Cohort respondent breaks off/hangs while answering one or more 

essential questions about smoking 

Distinguishing between C-B11.1 

and C-B11.2 is not essential 

C-B13 P or I Cohort respondent refuses at consent   

C-B19 I 
Cohort respondent answers all essential questions about smoking, but 

breaks off/hangs up or refuses later on    

C-B30 P or I Cohort respondent not available at that number 
For example: disconnected or 

wrong number 

C-B31 I Cohort respondent calls to withdraw 
Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

C-B32 I 
Cohort respondent has physical, mental issues or any other capacity 

barrier that prevent him/her from participating 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

C-B38 P or I Cohort respondent not available this wave   

C-B39 I Cohort respondent has died 
Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

C-B40.1 

P or I (T) 

Callback to complete interview with cohort respondent 

To be converted to C-B50 if 

unable to contact respondent 

after multiple callbacks 

C-B40.2 

P or I (T) 

Appointment made with cohort respondent to complete interview 

To be converted to C-B50 if 

unable to contact respondent 

after multiple callbacks 

C-B50 I Unable to contact cohort respondent after multiple callbacks See C-B40.1/C-B40.2 

C-B64 I Always busy, rings only, call blocking or no answer   

C-B80 
P or I 

Cohort respondent refuses to answer question about which city they 

reside in   

C-B90 I Any other reason why interview was not completed 
Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 
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C-Unknown eligibility, non-interview   

C-C90 I Any reason why unknown eligibility 
Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

D-Not eligible       

C-D10 P or I Cohort respondent has moved out of sample/target population 

This is the code to use if cohort 

respondent no longer resides in 

Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo or Porto 

Alegre 

C-D90 I Other reason why cohort respondent is no longer eligible 
Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

Legend: 

Cohort respondent = individual that was recruited at Wave 1 or Wave 2 of the ITC Brazil Survey, and which we are now trying 

to recontact  

Notes:   
*1 Type of disposition codes: 

I = disposition code to be entered by the interviewer 

P = disposition code programmed into the script 

T = temporary   
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4.2 Disposition Codes for Replenishment Respondents 

Notes: 

1)  Disposition codes are in the first column of the table below   

2)  These disposition codes are for individuals recruited at Wave 3 

3) See legend at the bottom of table 

 

Table 3: Disposition codes for replenishment respondents 

 

 

DMC 

Code 

 

Type*1 

 

Description Comments 

 A- Interviewed   

P-A1 P or I 
Selected respondent completes the entire survey; maybe refusing to 

answer a few questions 
 

 B- Eligible, non-interview   

P-B09 I 
Person who answers the phone systematically refuses to get 

respondent, but it was already established that respondent is eligible 

This disposition code is similar to 

P-BC09; please make sure that 

correct one is used.  

P-B11.1  P or I 

Initial respondent or MKI refuses, can't answer or doesn't know one or 

more HH eligibility questions, but enough information was provided to 

determine that HH contains at least one eligible person 

Distinguishing between P-B11.1, 

P-B11.2 and P-B11.3 is not 

essential 

P-B11.2 I 

Initial respondent or MKI breaks off/hangs up before completing all 

HH eligibility questions, but enough information was provided to 

determine that HH contains at least one eligible person 

Distinguishing between P-B11.1, 

P-B11.2 and P-B11.3 is not 

essential 
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P-B11.3 P or I 
Initial respondent or MKI answers all HH eligibility questions and HH 

contains at least one eligible person, but he/she refuses to participate 

Distinguishing between P-B11.1, 

P-B11.2 and P-B11.3 is not 

essential 

P-B13 P or I 
Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, but refuses at consent 
  

P-B19 I 

Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, then started to answer the survey but breaks 

off/hangs up or refuses later on  

  

P-B31 I 
Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, but calls to withdraw later on 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-B32 I 

Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, but he/she has physical or mental issues that 

prevent him/her from participating 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-B33 I 

Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, but he/she has a language barrier that prevents 

him/her to complete the survey 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-B39 I 
Selected respondent completed eligibility questions and confirmed 

his/her eligibility, but he/she died 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-B40 P or I (T) 
Callback to complete interview with selected respondent, who has 

already confirmed his/her eligibility 

This disposition code is similar to 

P-BC40; please make sure that 

correct one is used. To be 

converted to P-B50 if unable to 

contact selected individual after 

multiple callbacks 

P-B50 I 
Unable to contact selected respondent (who has already confirmed 

his/her eligibility) after multiple callbacks 
See P-B40.  
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P-B90 I 
Any other reason why interview was not completed, but eligibility was 

confirmed by respondent 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

BC – Likely eligible, non-interview*2   

P-BC09 I 

Person who answers phone systematically refuses to get the selected 

respondent before he/she could confirm his/her eligibility; initial 

respondent or MKI indicated that this respondent was eligible 

This disposition code is similar to 

P-B09; please make sure that 

correct one is used.  

P-BC10.1 P or I 
Selected respondent refuses before eligibility questions; initial 

respondent or MKI indicated that this respondent was eligible 

Distinguishing between P-BC10.1 

and P-BC10.2 is not essential 

P-BC10.2 I 
Selected respondent breaks off/hangs up before eligibility questions; 

initial respondent or MKI indicated that this respondent was eligible 

Distinguishing between P-BC10.1 

and P-BC10.2 is not essential 

P-BC11.1 P or I 

Selected respondent refuses to answer one or more eligibility 

questions; initial respondent or MKI indicated that this respondent 

was eligible 

Distinguishing between P-BC11.1 

and P-BC11.2 is not essential 

P-BC11.2 I 

Selected respondent breaks off/hangs up while answering one or 

more eligibility questions; initial respondent or MKI indicated that this 

respondent was eligible 

Distinguishing between P-BC11.1 

and P-BC11.2 is not essential 

P-BC32 I 

Selected respondent has physical or mental issues that prevent 

him/her from participating; initial respondent or MKI indicated that 

this respondent was eligible, but this was never confirmed by the 

actual respondent 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-BC33 I 

Selected respondent has a language barrier that prevents him/her to 

complete the survey; initial respondent or MKI indicated that this 

respondent was eligible, but this was never confirmed by the actual 

respondent 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 
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P-BC39 I 

Selected respondent has died; initial respondent or MKI indicated that 

this respondent was eligible, but this was never confirmed by the 

actual respondent 

Unlikely to be used, but left in as 

a precaution 

P-BC40 P or I (T) 

Callback to complete screener with selected respondent, and confirm 

his/her eligibility; initial respondent or MKI indicated that this 

respondent was eligible 

This disposition code is similar to 

P-B40, please make sure that 

correct one is used. To be 

converted to P-BC50 if unable to 

contact selected individual after 

multiple callbacks 

P-BC50 I 

Unable to contact selected respondent after multiple callbacks, and 

thus unable confirm his/her eligibility; initial respondent or MKI 

indicated that this respondent was eligible 

See P-BC40 

C – Unknown eligibility, non-interview   

P-C09 I 
Initial respondent refuses, breaks off or hangs up without providing 

indication if the unit is residential or not 

The key difference between P-

C10.1/P-C10.2 and P-C09, is that 

the unit is known to be 

residential in the case of P-

C10.1/P-C10.2, which is not the 

case of P-C09 

P-C10.1 P or I 
Initial respondent or MKI refuses before the HH eligibility questions, 

and thus unknown if HH contains any eligible respondents 

The key difference between P-

C10.1/P-C10.2 and P-C09, is that 

the unit is known to be 

residential in the case of P-

C10.1/P-C10.2, which is not the 

case of P-C09 
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P-C10.2 I 
Initial respondent or MKI breaks off/hangs up before the HH eligibility 

questions, and thus unknown if HH contains any eligible respondents 
  

P-C11.1 P or I 

Initial respondent or MKI refuses, can't answer or doesn't know one or 

more HH eligibility questions, and thus unknown if HH contains any 

eligible respondents 

Distinguishing between P-C11.1 

and P-C11.2 is not essential 

P-C11.2 I 

Initial respondent or MKI breaks off/hangs up before completing all 

HH eligibility questions, and thus unknown if HH contains any eligible 

respondents  

Distinguishing between P-C11.1 

and P-C11.2 is not essential 

P-C33 I 
Initial respondent or MKI has language barrier or other capacity 

barrier, and thus unknown if HH contains any eligible respondents   
  

P-C40 P or I (T) 
Callback to complete HH screener with MKI or other adult; thus 

currently unknown if HH contains any eligible respondents   

To be converted to P-C50 if 

unable to contact HH (and thus 

determine eligibility) after 

multiple callbacks 

P-C50 I 
Unable to complete HH screener after multiple callbacks, and thus 

unknown if HH contains any eligible respondents  
See P-C40 

P-C61 I Number reached, but unknown if it's residential or not 

The key difference between P-

C61 to P-C64 and P-C71, is that 

the unit is known to be 

residential in the case of P-C71, 

which is not the case for P-C61 to 

P-C64 

P-C62 I Answering machine, and message unclear if unit is residential or not  

P-C63 I Number reached, but unknown if landline or mobile/cell phone   

P-C64 I Always busy, rings only, call blocking or no answer  

P-C71 I Answering machine, and message confirms that unit is residential  
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P-C81 I Technical phone problems   

P-C90 I 
Any other reason why HH screening was not completed and unknown 

if HH contains any eligible respondents 

Unlikely to be used, but left as a 

precaution 

D – Not eligible   

P-D10 P or I Out of sample/target population  

P-D20 I FAX, modem/data line, pager or cell/mobile phone  

P-D30 I Not working, disconnected or not in service  

P-D50 I 
Non residential (e.g., business, government, institution or other 

organization)  

P-D71 P or I No adult lives in HH  

P-D72 P or I No eligible respondent in HH  

P-D73 P or I 

Initial respondent or MKI indicated that respondent was eligible, but 

when the actual selected respondent completed his/her survey it was 

found that he/she was not eligible  

P-D82 P or I 
Non-smoker quota filled and/or female smoker quota filled; no 

eligible respondent in HH  

P-D90 P or I Any other reason why respondent is not eligible or out of sample 

Unlikely to be used, but left as a 

precaution 

 

 
Legend:    

HH = household   
Initial respondent = person that answers the phone first  
Selected respondent = individual that was selected to complete the survey. This individual was either selected randomly (e.g.,  

via the Next Birthday method) or is the only one eligible 

MKI = most knowledgeable individual  
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Notes:    
*1 Type of disposition codes:  

I = disposition code to be entered by the interviewer  
P = disposition code programmed into the script  
T = temporary   

*2 The key difference between B (eligible, non-interview) and BC (likely eligible, non-interview) is that the selected respondent 

 himself/herself has confirmed his/her eligibility in the case of the B disposition codes; whereas the initial respondent or MKI has  

indicated that that respondent is eligible in the case of the BC disposition codes. 
 

 



  

 

4.3 Cooperation and Response Rates for Replenishment Respondents 

Recruited at Wave 3 of the ITC Brazil   

 

Below are the cooperation rates for ITC Brazil Wave 3 Survey Replenishment 

Respondents 

 

São Paulo: 60.7%       

Rio de Janeiro: 61.6%            

Porto Alegre: 58.9%        

Overall/Total: 60.4% 

 

Below are the response rates for ITC Brazil Wave 3 Survey Replenishment 

Respondents 

 

São Paulo: 36.8%        

Rio de Janeiro: 32.5%           

Porto Alegre:  37.6%            

Overall/Total: 35.5%     
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Appendix A: Brazil Tobacco Control Policies 

On November 03, 2005, Brazil ratified the WHO FCTC.  Policy measures adopted included 

the following: 

 Smoke-Free Places: A comprehensive smoke-free law was legislated in December 

2011, but the government has not yet developed the regulations that must be in place 

to enforce the law. Smoking is prohibited in all enclosed public places and in 

enclosed workplaces with more than one worker. Smoking is prohibited in aircraft 

and vehicles of public transportation. However, it is unclear whether public transport 

includes trains and taxis. Subnational jurisdictions are permitted to enact more 

stringent smoke-free laws. 

 Tobacco Advertising, Promotion and Sponsorship: Tobacco advertising and 

promotion is prohibited, with a sole exemption granted for the display of the products 

at the point of sale. The advertising ban at point of sale (locations where cigarette and 

tobacco products are sold) has not been regulated, thereby allowing tobacco 

promotion to take place and also allowing for more noticeable, illuminated display of 

cigarettes to become the norm. Tobacco control advocates in Brazil are working 

diligently to push the government to pass the regulations so that this policy can be 

properly enforced. There are some restrictions on tobacco sponsorship and the 

publicity of such sponsorship.  

 Tobacco Packaging and Labeling: The warning labels implemented in Brazil in 

2009 (just before Wave 1 of the ITC Survey) were developed using 

neurophysiological measures of repulsion, and designed to trigger strong, adverse 

emotions that were more likely to catch one's attention and make them more likely to 

associate cigarettes with a negative sensation. The warning labels were shown to be 

effective in helping smokers to think about quitting in the Wave 1 Survey, but have 

since decreased in effectiveness by Wave 2, emphasizing the need for new labels to 

counteract "wear-out". The government has not yet suggested that changes are 

coming, but evidence from the ITC Brazil Report (to be released in 2014) indicates 

that warning label rotation is highly recommended.  

 The law requires the display of a set of nine graphic health warnings covering 100 

percent of the backside and 100 percent of one side of the packages. The warnings 

must be changed at least every five months. An additional text warning must cover 30 

percent of the lower part of the front side of the packages. Misleading terms such as 

“light” and “low tar” are prohibited on tobacco packaging, but other misleading 

packaging (e.g., colors, numbers, and symbols) is not prohibited. The ban on menthol 

and other flavorings was passed in 2012 and was supposed to go into effect in 2014 

but was blocked by the tobacco industry. The use of menthol, fruit flavors, 
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sweeteners, and colors are known to lure young people to initiate smoking, and 

possibly set themselves up for a lifetime addiction to cigarettes. 

 Tobacco Taxation and Prices: The World Health Organization recommends raising 

tobacco excise taxes so that they account for at least 70 percent of retail prices. 

Tobacco excise taxes in Brazil are well below these recommendations. A multi-year 

tax increase, implemented in 2012, mandates incremental tax increases which will 

amount to a cumulative adjustment of 55% by 2016. 

 

The Wave 3 Survey will allow the ITC Project to further evaluate the effectiveness of 

Brazilian tobacco control laws that have been implemented over the past few years, and 

specifically to understand the impact of policy changes introduced since Wave 1 (April to 

June 2009) and Wave 2 (October 2012 to February 2013) was conducted. Specific areas of 

policy change that will come into force or that have the potential to evolve in the near future 

include: the regulation of smoke-free laws and point of sale display advertising bans, new 

warning labels, a ban on flavored cigarettes, and continued tax changes. 

 

Wave 3 Survey changes made to capture new tobacco control policies 

Most of the questions that were asked at Wave 3 were similar to the ones from Wave 1 and 2. 

However, there were several new questions added to the Wave 3 Survey, they include; 

 

 Evaluation of Smoke-free bans during the Rio 2016 Olympic Games. 

 Use of flavored capsules in cigarettes. 

 Risk perception regarding additive-free cigarettes and support for bans for all 

additives including menthol cigarettes (push for implementation of the menthol ban).  

 Support for bans on tobacco advertising inside shops and stores (point-of-sale). 

 E-cigarette: use, brands/purchase, advertising and promotion, environmental tobacco 

smoke and vaping behaviour. 

 

ITC Brazil Survey Timelines 

The ITC Brazil Wave 1 Survey was conducted from April to June 2009. Wave 2 Survey was 

conducted from October 2012 to February 2013 (3 years after Wave 1). The ITC Brazil 

Wave 3 Survey was conducted from September 29, 2016 to March 02, 2017. The next page 

shows details of the ITC Brazil Surveys timeline including the tobacco control policies that 

have been implemented so far. 

 

 

  



  

Figure 2: ITC Brazil Survey Timeline 

 

 



  

Appendix B: Thank you letter 

English Version 

<<TodayDate>> 

<<First Name>> <<Last Name> 

<<Street1>> 

<<Street2>> 

<<City>>, <<PostalCode>> 

 

Thank you for participating in Wave 3 of our ITC Brazil Survey. This telephone-administered study 

surveyed a randomly selected group of 1,800 adult smokers and non-smokers from three cities in Brazil 

(Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre, and São Paulo). We measured a variety of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviours 

related to tobacco use. The ITC Brazil Survey is part of a larger continuing project being conducted in 27 

other countries (Australia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Canada, China, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, 

India, Ireland, Kenya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, South 

Korea, Spain, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Uruguay, United States of America, 

Zambia). This is a unique study and we are grateful for your participation.  

 

The ITC Brazil Survey is an ongoing study, and you have participated in Wave 3 of the survey. In a few 

years, we plan on contacting you again to request your participation in Wave 4 of the survey.   

 

All of the personal information you have provided (e.g., name, address) will remain absolutely confidential 

and will not be shared with any individuals or groups outside of the research team. The data (with personal 

identifiers removed) will be held in secure storage at the University of Waterloo (Canada) in password-

protected data files that can only be accessed by the research team. After two years, the survey data, but 

not your name or other identifying information, will be shared with researchers in other countries, as it will 

be used to make comparisons of smoking behavior and attitudes across countries.  

 

If you have any questions or concerns relating to your participation in this study, please contact Dr. Carlos 

Henrique de Benedito Silva, do Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa, and/or Dr. Maureen Nummelin, Director, 

Office of Research Ethics, University of Waterloo, whose contact information is provided below. 

 

All of us on the International Tobacco Policy Survey Research Team wish you all the best. 

Sincerely, 

        

Cristina de Abreu Perez Juliano Ribeiro 

Principal Investigator Expertise, Brazil 

Cancer Foundation of Brazil Fieldwork Manager 

 

Contact information:  

1.  Cristina de Abreu Perez, B.A., M.A: cristina.perez@cancer.org.br ; Fundação do Câncer. Rua dos Inválidos, 

212/ 11º andar; 20231-048 | Rio de Janeiro, RJ – Brasil; Tel: (55 21) 2505-5620 

2.  Dra. Carlos Henrique de Benedito Silva,M.D.:cep@inca.gov.br; National Cancer Institute of Brazil, 

Coordenador do Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa, Rua André Cavalcante, nº 37. Centro. Rio de Janeiro, 20231-

050, Brazil. Phone: (21) 3233-1410 or 3233-1353. 

3.  Maureen Nummelin, Ph.D. (Office of Research Ethics): maureen.nummelin@uwaterloo.ca; University of 

Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: 519-888-4567 ex. 36005.  

3. Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D. (Principal Investigator): gfong@uwaterloo.ca; Department of Psychology,  

    University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: +1 519-888-4567, ext. 35811. 

mailto:cristina.perez@cancer.org.br
tel:(5521)
mailto:maureen.nummelin@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:gfong@uwaterloo.ca
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Portuguese Version 

 

<<TodayDate>> 

<<First Name>> <<Last Name> 

<<Street1>> 

<<Street2>> 

<<City>>, <<PostalCode>> 

 

Obrigado por participar da Onda 3 da nossa Pesquisa ITC Brasil. Este estudo realizado através do telefone 

entrevistou um grupo aleatoriamente selecionado de 1.800 adultos fumantes e não-fumantes em três cidades no 

Brasil (Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre e São Paulo). Medimos as crenças, atitudes e comportamentos 

relacionados ao uso do tabaco. A Pesquisa ITC Brasil é parte de um projeto maior que está sendo realizado em 

outros 28 países (Austrália, Bangladesh, Butão, Canadá, China, França, Alemanha, Grécia, Hungria, Índia, 

Irlanda, Quênia, Malásia, Ilhas Maurício, México, Holanda, Nova Zelândia, Polónia, Roménia, Coreia do Sul, 

Espanha, Tailândia, Emirados Árabes Unidos, Reino Unido, Uruguai, Estados Unidos da América, Zâmbia). Este 

é um estudo único e estamos gratos pela sua participação. 

 

A Pesquisa ITC Brasil é um estudo em andamento e você participou da Onda 3 da pesquisa. Em poucos anos, 

nós entraremos em contato com você novamente para solicitar a sua participação na Onda 4 do estudo. 

 

Todas as informações pessoais que você forneceu (por exemplo, nome, endereço) permanecerão absolutamente 

confidenciais e não serão compartilhadas com quaisquer indivíduos ou grupos de fora da equipe de pesquisa. Os 

dados (com identificadores pessoais) serão armazenados de forma segura na Universidade de Waterloo (Canadá) 

em arquivos de dados protegidos por senha que só podem ser acessados pela equipe de pesquisa. Após dois 

anos, os dados da pesquisa, exceto o seu nome ou outras informações de identificação, serão compartilhados 

com pesquisadores de outros países e serão usados para fazer comparações sobre o comportamento e atitudes 

relacionadas ao tabagismo entre os países. 

 

Se você tiver dúvidas ou preocupações relacionadas com a sua participação neste estudo, entre em contato com 

o Dr. Carlos Henrique de Benedito Silva, do Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa do INCA, e/ou o Dr. Maureen Nummelin, 

Diretor do Escritório de Ética em Pesquisa da Universidade de Waterloo, cujas informações de contato são 

fornecidas abaixo. 

 

Todos nós do Time de Pesquisa em Políticas de Tabaco desejamos tudo de bom a você. 

 

Atenciosamente,  

       

Cristina de Abreu Perez Juliano Ribeiro 

Principal Investigator Expertise, Brazil 

Fundação do Câncer - Brazil Coordenador do Campo 

 

Contact information:  

1.  Cristina de Abreu Perez, B.A., M.A: cristina.perez@cancer.org.br ; Fundação do Câncer. Rua dos Inválidos, 

212/ 11º andar; 20231-048 | Rio de Janeiro, RJ – Brasil; Tel: (55 21) 2505-5620 

2.  Dra. Carlos Henrique de Benedito Silva,M.D.:cep@inca.gov.br; National Cancer Institute of Brazil, 

Coordenador do Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa, Rua André Cavalcante, nº 37. Centro. Rio de Janeiro, 20231-

050, Brazil. Phone: (21) 3233-1410 or 3233-1353. 

3.  Maureen Nummelin, Ph.D. (Office of Research Ethics): maureen.nummelin@uwaterloo.ca; University of 

Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: 519-888-4567 ex. 36005.  

3. Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D. (Principal Investigator): gfong@uwaterloo.ca; Department of Psychology,  

    University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: +1 519-888-4567, ext. 35811.  

mailto:cristina.perez@cancer.org.br
tel:(5521)
mailto:maureen.nummelin@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:gfong@uwaterloo.ca
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Appendix C: Sampling Weights and Design of the International 

Tobacco Control (ITC) Brazil Survey (Wave 1-3) 

 



Sampling Weights and Design of the International Tobacco
Control (ITC) Brazil Survey

Third Edition (Waves 1–3)

C. Boudreau1,2 and M.E. Thompson1,2

This technical report details the sampling design and weight construction
of the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Brazil Survey. The ITC Brazil
Survey is a prospective longitudinal study consisting of representative random
samples of adults smokers and non-smokers residing in São Paulo, Rio de
Janeiro and Porto Alegre. At each wave, the sample consists of approximately
400 smokers and 200 non-smokers in each of the three cities.

This technical report is organized as follows: section 1 describes the sam-
pling design of the ITC Brazil Survey, section 2 details the construction of
the sampling weights at each of the three waves of data collection, and sec-
tion 3 provides some guidance on which weights to use depending on the
analysis being performed. Cooperation and response rates are also provided
in section 1.

1 Sampling design

The ITC Brazil Survey is a prospective longitudinal study, and its sampling design was
chosen to yield representative random samples of adult smokers and non-smokers resid-
ing in São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Porto Alegre. Hence, the ITC Brazil Survey is
not representative of the entire Brazilian population, but of those living in the above
mentioned 3 cities. Respondents were first interviewed in Apr – Jun 2009 (wave 1), with
follow-up interviews in Oct 2012 – Feb 2013 (wave 2) and Sep 2016 – Feb 2017 (wave 3).
Those lost to follow-up at wave 2 were replenished by new randomly selected respondents,
and likewise at wave 3. Fieldwork (at all three waves) was conducted by the Brazilian
survey firm Expertise. All interviews were conducted using computer assisted telephone
interviews (CATI), and the survey questionnaires are available here.

To qualify for the study, respondents must be 18 years old or more at the time of recruit-
ment, and residing in one of the above mentioned 3 cities. Those that have smoked more
than 100 cigarettes in their life and smoked at least once in the 30 days prior to recruit-
ment were considered to be smokers, and the others were considered to be non-smokers.

1Dept. of Statistics & Actuarial Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
2Data Management Core (DMC) – ITC Project, University of Waterloo.
3This document was created using LATEX, and was last updated on Feb. 20, 2018

1

http://site.expertise.net.br
http://www.itcproject.org/surveys


1 SAMPLING DESIGN

1.1 Wave 1

Within each of the 3 cities, households were randomly called using systematic sampling
from an electronic phone number directory until the planned 400 smokers and 200 non-
smokers were interviewed. In households with multiple eligible respondents (this includes
non-smokers residing with smokers while the non-smoker quota for that city was opened),
the Next Birthday method (Binson et al. (2000)) was used to select a single one. No
substitution within household was allowed, except when it was known that the selected
respondent would be absent for the entire fieldwork period. When the non-smoker quota
for a given city was closed, only households with one or more qualified smokers were
deemed eligible.

Note that the majority of ITC phone surveys utilize a stratified random digit dialling
(RDD) sampling design. The use of systematic sampling for the ITC Brazil Survey was
thus a departure from the usual ITC design for phone surveys. This is the results that
the survey firm Expertise has extensive electronic phone number directories of the 3
cities constituting the ITC Brazil Survey. For each of these cities, Expertise’s electronic
directory has almost 100% coverage of phone numbers. It was thus more efficient to use
these electronic directories as the sampling frame, than using an RDD frame.

The ITC Brazil wave 1 sample consists of 1215 adult smokers and of 610 adult non-
smokers, for a total of 1825 respondents.

1.1.1 Cooperation and response rates

A total of 99,344 distinct phone numbers were called during fieldwork to recruit the
wave 1 sample of 1825 respondents. Using formulas akin to RR4 and COOP4, from the
American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR), the ITC Brazil wave 1
cooperation rate was 90.7% and the response rate was 10.5%.

1.2 Wave 2

Out of the 1825 respondents who completed the wave 1 survey, 755 (488 smokers and 267
non-smokers) were successfully recontacted at wave 2; yielding a retention rate of 41.4%
(40.2% for smokers and 43.8% for non-smokers).

To compensate for the attrition, 1075 additional respondents (727 smokers and 348 non-
smokers) were randomly sampled and interviewed at wave 2; for a total of 1830 respon-
dents interviewed at wave 2. As with other ITC surveys, replenishment for wave 2 of
the ITC Brazil Survey was carried out using the same sampling design and interview
protocol as in wave 1 (see section 1.1). This sample of 1075 respondents is referred to

2
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1 SAMPLING DESIGN

as the wave 2 replenishment sample or cohort 2. Note that cohort 2 respondents are
representative of the population at the time of data collection (i.e., Oct 2012 – Feb 2013),
rather than those lost to follow-up/attrition.

1.2.1 Cooperation and response rates

A total of 10,920 distinct phone numbers were called to recruit the wave 2 replenishment
sample of 1075 respondents. Using formulas akin to RR4 and COOP4, the coopera-
tion rate for that sample was 98.9% and the response rate was 21.6%. More detailed
information is available in the ITC Brazil Technical Report Waves 1 to 2 (2009-2013).

1.3 Wave 3

Out of the 1830 respondents who completed the wave 2 survey, 754 (478 smokers and 276
non-smokers) were successfully recontacted at wave 2; yielding a retention rate of 41.2%
(39.1% for smokers and 45.4% for non-smokers).

To compensate for the attrition, 1074 additional respondents (877 smokers and 197 non-
smokers) were randomly sampled and interviewed at wave 3; for a total of 1828 respon-
dents interviewed at wave 3. Again, replenishment for wave 3 was carried out using
the same sampling design and interview protocol as in wave 1, but with the notable
exception that gender quotas for smokers were introduced. This was done to correct the
over-representation of women in the ITC Brazil sample. This was not done on purpose,
and is the result that women are more likely to complete the survey than men. To correct
for this, gender quotas were introduced at wave 3. These quotas are such that, in each of
the three cities, the male to female ratio in the replenishment sample of smoker is about
the same than the ratio of male smokers to female smokers in the population. This sam-
ple of 1074 respondents is referred to as the wave 3 replenishment sample or cohort 3.
Note that cohort 3 respondents are representative of the population at the time of data
collection (i.e., Sep 2016 – Feb 2017), rather than those lost to follow-up/attrition.

1.3.1 Cooperation and response rates

A total of 22,442 distinct phone numbers were called to recruit the wave 3 replenishment
sample of 1074 respondents. Using formulas akin to RR4 and COOP4, the cooperation
rate for that sample was 60.4% and the response rate was 35.5%.

3
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2 Weight construction

2.1 General comments about weight construction

As with most survey weights, the ITC Brazil sampling weights are constructed to correct
and adjust for sample mis-representation caused by unequal sampling probabilities, frame
error (i.e., under-coverage and multiplicity) and non-response as well as improving preci-
sion of estimates through the use of auxiliary information (e.g., smoking prevalences). In
addition, conservative weight trimming was performed to prevent extreme weight vari-
ation arising from a few respondents having very large sampling weights. We briefly
describe these key concepts of weight construction in this section, but refer the reader to
Levy & Lemeshow (2008), chapter 16, for a more detailed introduction.

At their base, sampling weights are defined as the inverse of selection probabilities, and
thus adjust for sample mis-representation caused by unequal sampling probabilities. For
example, in a household survey, a smoker residing alone has a probability of selection
twice that of a smoker residing with another smoker.

Great efforts are made to create a complete/perfect sampling frame (i.e., a frame that in-
cludes all members of the target population, without duplicate and without any erroneous
inclusions1). However, this is seldomly achieved and, consequently, some members of the
target population are not part of the sampling frame (i.e., have a 0 probability of being
selected). This is referred to as frame under-coverage, and can result in non-coverage
bias. To reduce such bias in the ITC Brazil Survey, post-stratification adjustments were
performed on the sampling weights to ensure that, for each city/sex/age group, the to-
tals of the sampling weights equal known benchmarks; see step 2 in section 2.2.1 for the
smoker weights and step 2 in section 2.2.2 for the non-smoker weights. Note that these
benchmark figures are also referred to as calibration or target figures, and thus such
post-stratification adjustment is also referred to as weight calibration.

If non-respondents behave differently than respondents, then inference based solely on
the sample of respondents will be biased unless adjustments are made. The greater the
expected proportion of non-response, the greater this bias can be. In the ITC Brazil
Survey, the post-stratification adjustment described in the above paragraph also adjust
for non-response bias. It should be noted that if data are missing completely at random
(MCAR, see Little & Rubin (2002)) within each city/sex/age group, then non-response
bias will be completely eliminated. Realistically though, non-response bias is greatly
reduced, but not eliminated in the ITC Brazil Survey.

The distribution of sampling weights is often skewed to the right, echoing the fact that
most populations are composed of many average/typical members and of few atypical

1Erroneous inclusions refers to units that are not part of the target population, but included in the
sampling frame.
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ones. Average members have a higher probability of selection, and thus most sampling
weights are fairly small. There are however few members of the population that have a
much smaller probability of selection, and consequently have sampling weights that are
quite large. These few large weights can be the source of high weight variation, which
increases the variability of estimators and thus decreases precision. To correct for this,
large weights are often trimmed in the weight construction process. This must be done
with care and conservatively, as trimming can increase bias. There are various ways of
trimming sampling weights. In the ITC Brazil Survey, trimming was done by capping
the number of adults (and thus the number of smokers) in each household at 4 (see step 1
in section 2.2.1). Capping is a fairly conservative weight trimming technique and, since
it is done at the beginning of weight construction, helps minimize potentially biasing
estimates.

It is well known from survey sampling theory that, in the vast majority of cases, the
ratio estimator has much greater precision than the commonly used Horvitz-Thompson
estimator. Heuristically, this is due to the fact that the ratio estimator utilizes auxiliary
(i.e., additional) information in addition to the sampling weights, whereas the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator does not. As mentioned above however, smoking prevalence figures
were utilized to calibrate the ITC Brazil sampling weights in order to reduce biases
from frame errors and non-response. Our calibrating procedure yields the (so-called)
ratio weights, which enable all estimators to inherit the increased precision of the ratio
estimator.

All weights for the ITC Brazil Survey were computed using the statistical software R
(http://www.r-project.org).

2.2 Wave 1 weights

Two sets of weights were computed at wave 1:

i) Section 2.2.1 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 1 weights for
smokers

ii) Section 2.2.2 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 1 weights for
non-smokers

2.2.1 Cross-sectional wave 1 weights for smokers

Cross-sectional wave 1 weights were computed for the 1215 smokers who completed the
wave 1 survey. Two versions of the weights are available: inflation (i.e., un-rescaled)
and rescaled. Both are calibrated to smoking prevalences by city/sex/age groups (see
step 2 below). In addition, the rescaled weights are rescaled to sum to sample size in each

5
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of the three cities (see step 3 below). This was done to facilitate comparisons between
the three cities, as well as comparisons with other countries part of the ITC Project.
More information on this is available in section 3.1; however, in a nutshell, rescaling
is a simple and efficient way to make cities/countries with different population sizes
comparable. Rescaling the weights will not affect results when estimating population
means and proportions/percentages, as well as when fitting various statistical models
(e.g., logistic and linear regressions). However, the rescaled weights should not be used
to estimate population totals (e.g., the total number of daily smokers or e-cigarette users).
In such a case, the inflation weights (which sum to the estimated number of smokers in
each city/sex/age group) should be used instead. Additional guidance on the correct
weights to use depending on the analysis being performed can be found in section 3.

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 1 weights for smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: Each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The initial weight of the

ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the probability of selection
within his/her household while the non-smoker quota was opened and after it

was closed. Formally, the w
(1)
i weights are given by

w
(1)
i =

#smokersi × #adultsi

P̂i × #smokersi + (1 − P̂i) × #adultsi

where #adultsi is the number of adults (i.e., 18 years and older) in the household
of the ith respondent, #smokersi is the number of adult smokers in the household,
and P̂i is an estimate of the probability that the household was called when the
non-smoker quota was opened. Correspondingly, 1 − P̂i is an estimate of the
probability that the household of the ith respondent was called when the non-
smoker quota was closed. Note that #adultsi was capped at 4 to prevent large
households from having undue influence on the weights (see section 2.1); thus,
#smokersi ≤ #adultsi ≤ 4.

In most ITC phone surveys, P̂i is the same for all respondents. In the ITC Brazil
Survey however, the non-smoker quota was temporally closed between May 2 and
June 1, 2009. This was done to recruit more smokers before the introduction of
new pictorial warning labels on cigarette packs on June 2, 2009 (though, a few
small tobacco companies changed their cigarette packs before June 2). Hence,
P̂i = 0.22 for respondents recruited before or on June 1, and P̂i = 0.58 for those
recruited afterwards.

Computation of the P̂i’s: Let n1 be the total number of households at which
contact was made before or on June 1, and no

1 be the number of households at
which contact was made while the non-smoker quota was opened during that
same period. Let n2 and no

2 be defined the same way as n1 and no
1, but for the

period starting on June 2. Note that n1, n
o
1, n2 and no

2 are readily available from

6
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call-logs. For respondents contacted before or on June 1, no
1/n1 = 1723/7831 =

0.22 is the probability that they were contacted while the non-smoker quota
was opened. Similarity, for respondents recruited on June 2 or later, no

2/n2 =
1347/2321 = 0.58 is the probability that they were contacted while the non-
smoker quota was opened for the 2nd time.

Note: In most ITC phone surveys, weights are adjusted to correct for frame
multiplicity arising from households that have multiple residential phone lines
(i.e., phone numbers, excluding cell phones and lines used for business calls, fax
or Internet). To this end, each respondent is usually asked how many residential
phone lines are connected to his/her household. Unfortunately, due to a small
programming error, this information was not collected at wave 1 of the ITC Brazil
Survey. Since the prevalence of households with multiple residential phone lines
is small in Brazil, the resulting bias in the sampling weights is negligible.

Step 2: A post-stratification adjustment was then performed to calibrate the w
(1)
i weights

to smoking prevalences by city/sex/age groups. To this end, age was divided
into 4 intervals (i.e., [18, 25), [25, 40), [40, 55) and [55, 100)); yielding the 24
city/sex/age cells of table A.1.

For respondents in cell Ck (k = 1, . . . , 24), this post-stratification adjustment

consisted in multiplying their w
(1)
i weights by N̂ smk

k /tk to produce calibrated w
(2)
i

weights. These w
(2)
i weights are such that their sum over all respondents in cell

Ck is equal to N̂ smk
k , the estimated number of smokers in that cell. Let k be the

cell to which the ith respondent belongs to, the w
(2)
i weight of that respondent is

given by

w
(2)
i = w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k

tk
= w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(1)
i

where N̂ smk
1 , . . . , N̂ smk

24 are given in column 4 of table A.1 and Ck is the set of all

respondents in cell k. The estimated number of smokers (i.e., the N̂ smk
k ’s) were

obtained by combining prevalence estimates from the 2003 Brazilian National
Household Survey with 2008 population estimates from the Instituto Brasileiro
de Geografia e Estat̀ıstica (IBGE); see appendix for further details.

Step 3: Finally, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city. As

mentioned above, the main reason for this rescaling is to facilitate comparisons
between the 3 cities and with other ITC countries. This yielded the w

(3)
i weights,

which are formally defined as

w
(3)
i = w

(2)
i × nc∑

i∈Sc

w
(2)
i

7
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where Sc is the set of all sampled smokers in city c, and nc is the size of that
sample; i.e.,

nc =


403 if c = São Paulo

410 if c = Rio de Janeiro

402 if c = Porto Alegre

Hence, in each of the 3 cities, the average of the w
(3)
i weights is 1.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) for the w
(2)
i and w

(3)
i weights are, respectively, 0.85 and

0.51. Normally, multiplying by a constant does not change the value of the cv. However,
the rescaling in step 3 was done on a per city basis, and those three cities have very
different population sizes. Consequently, the average of the w

(2)
i weights is quite different

in each city, and thus rescaling on a per city basis results in a different cv.

The inflation weights (i.e., the w
(2)
i weights) are labelled aDE57915v in the Brazil dataset;

whereas, the rescaled weights (i.e., the w
(3)
i weights) are labelled aDE57919v. Since no

respondent can have both a smoker and a non-smoker wave 1 weight, the same two labels
are also used for the non-smoker weights. Note that variable aFR57305 allows data users
to easily identify which respondents are smokers and which are non-smokers.

2.2.2 Cross-sectional wave 1 weights for non-smokers

Cross-sectional wave 1 weights were computed for the 610 non-smokers who completed
the wave 1 survey. As with the smoker weights, inflation (i.e., un-rescaled) and rescaled
versions of the weights are available. Both are calibrated to non-smoking prevalences
by city/sex/age groups (see step 2 below). The rescaled weights are rescaled to sum to
sample size in each of the three cities, whereas the inflation weights sum to the estimated
number of non-smokers in each city. The comments made at the beginning of section 2.2.1
also apply here, and additional guidance on the correct weights to use can be found in
section 3.

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 1 weights for non-smokers proceeded alike that
for the smoker weights; i.e.:

Step 1: Each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The initial weight of the

ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the probability of selection
within his/her household while the non-smoker quota was opened. Using the

same notation as in step 1 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights are given by

w
(1)
i =

#adultsi

P̂i

where P̂i = 0.22 for respondents recruited before or on June 1 and P̂i = 0.58 for
those recruited afterwards.

8
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Step 2: The weights were then calibrated to non-smoking prevalences by city/sex/age
groups. This was done the same way as step 2 of section 2.2.1 with the ex-
ception that the calibration figures for non-smokers were used instead of those
for smokers, and that a few cells were collapsed because they contained too few
respondents. This yielded the w

(2)
i weights, which are given by

w
(2)
i = w

(1)
i × N̂nsmk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(1)
i

where N̂nsmk
k is the estimated number of non-smokers in cell k (see column 5 of

table A.1) and Ck is the set of all respondents in cell k (k = 1, . . . , 19).

The N̂nsmk
k ’s were obtained by combining the same two surveys as in step 2 of

section 2.2.1, and by simply taking 1 minus the smoking prevalence figure as the
corresponding non-smoking prevalence figure.

Step 3: Finally, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city.

This yielded the w
(3)
i weights, which are formally defined as

w
(3)
i = w

(2)
i × nc∑

i∈Sc

w
(2)
i

where Sc is the set of all sampled non-smokers in city c, and nc is the size of that
sample; i.e.,

nc =


203 if c = São Paulo

205 if c = Rio de Janeiro

202 if c = Porto Alegre

Hence, in each of the 3 cities, the average of the w
(3)
i weights is 1.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) for the w
(2)
i and w

(3)
i weights are, respectively, 0.95

and 0.62. As mentioned at the end of section 2.2.1, multiplying by a constant normally
does not change the value of the cv, but the rescaling in step 3 was done on a per city
basis, and thus results in a different cv.

The inflation weights (i.e., the w
(2)
i weights) are labelled aDE57915v in the Brazil dataset;

whereas, the rescaled weights (i.e., the w
(3)
i weights) are labelled aDE57919v. Since no

respondent can have both a smoker and a non-smoker wave 1 weight, the same two labels
are also used for the smoker weights. Note that variable aFR57305 allows data users to
easily identify which respondents are smokers and which are non-smokers.

9
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2.3 Wave 2 weights

Four sets of weights were computed at wave 2:

i) Section 2.3.1 describes the computation of the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights for
smokers

ii) Section 2.3.2 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for
smokers

iii) Section 2.3.3 describes the computation of the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights for
non-smokers

iv) Section 2.3.2 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for
non-smokers

As with the wave 1 weights for smokers and non-smokers, inflation (i.e., un-rescaled) and
rescaled weights are available for each of the four sets of weights. Both are calibrated
to smoking (non-smoking) prevalences by city/sex/age groups. The rescaled weights are
rescaled to sum to sample size in each of the three cities, whereas the inflation weights
sum to the estimated number of smokers (non-smokers) in each city. The comments
made at the beginning of section 2.2.1 still apply here, and additional guidance on the
correct weights to use can be found in section 3.

2.3.1 Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights for smokers

Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights were computed for the 488 smokers recruited at wave 1
that were retained and interviewed at wave 2. Note that 125 of these respondents had
quit smoking by wave 2. However, these waves 1–2 longitudinal weights are designed to
make respondents who completed both the waves 1 and 2 surveys representative of the
population of smokers at the time of wave 1; not at the time of wave 2. Consequently, if a
respondent was recruited as a smoker, he/she will always be considered as a smoker when
computing his/her longitudinal weights, and that regardless of his/her current smoking
status.

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled smoker weight of the ith re-

spondent computed in section 2.2.1, computation of the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights
for smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done to compensate for different attrition rates between the
various city/sex/age groups. This post-stratification adjustment was done the
same way as in step 2 of section 2.2.1. Since the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights
are designed to make the 488 smokers who completed both the waves 1 and 2

10
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surveys representative of the population of smokers at the time of wave 1, the
calibration figures in column 4 of table A.1 were used once again here. The only
difference is that some of the 24 cells used in step 2 of section 2.2.1 were col-
lapsed because they now contained to few respondents; this collapsing resulted
in a total of 18 cells, and the re-calibration yielded the w

(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 1 and 2 below.

2.3.2 Cross-sectional wave 2 weights for smokers

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for the 1222 respondents who com-
pleted the smoker section of the wave 2 survey was divided into three parts:

Part A) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for the 495 cohort smokers.
These 495 respondents consist of the 488 cohort smokers mentioned in sec-
tion 2.3.1, and of 7 respondents that were recruited as non-smokers at wave 1,
but had started smoking by wave 2. Recall that 125 of the 488 cohort smokers
had quit smoking by wave 2. One possibility would be to compute non-smoker
cross-sectional wave 2 weights for those individuals. However, it was decided
to treat quitters and non-smokers as different groups in the ITC Brazil Survey.
Since obtaining calibration figures for quitters is extremely difficult and this is a
small group, quitters are treated as smokers when computing sampling weights
in the ITC Brazil Survey, as well as in the majority of ITC surveys.

Part B) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for the 727 smokers newly
recruited at wave 2.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B.

Part A) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for cohort smokers proceeded
as follows:

Step 1: Each respondent was assigned a base/initial weight w
(0)
i :

• If ith respondent was a smoker at wave 1, w
(0)
i is his/her base/initial weight

computed in step 1 of section 2.2.1

11
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• If the ith respondent is one of the 7 respondents recruited as a non-smoker,
w

(0)
i weight is the average of the base/initial weights computed in step 1 of

section 2.2.1 amongst smokers of the same city and with the same number
of adults living in the household as respondent i.

Step 2: As in step 2 of section 2.2.1, the w
(0)
i weights were then calibrated to smoking

prevalences by city/sex/age groups. To this end, age was divided into 3 intervals
(i.e., [18, 40), [40, 55) and [55, 100)); thus yielding the 18 city/sex/age cells
of table A.2. Note that age is the age of the respondent at the time he/she
completed the wave 2 survey, not the age he/she was when initially recruited to
be part of the ITC Brazil Survey.

For respondents in cell Ck (k = 1, . . . , 18), this post-stratification adjustment

consisted in multiplying their w
(1)
i weights by N̂ smk

k /tk to produce calibrated w
(2)
i

weights. These w
(2)
i weights are such that their sum over all respondents in cell

Ck is equal to N̂ smk
k , the estimated number of smokers in that cell. Let k be the

cell to which the ith respondent belongs to, the w
(2)
i weight of that respondent is

given by

w
(2)
i = w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k

tk
= w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(1)
i

where N̂ smk
1 , . . . , N̂ smk

18 are given in column 4 of table A.2 and Ck is the set of all

respondents in cell k. The estimated number of smokers (i.e., the N̂ smk
k ’s) were

obtained by combining prevalence estimates from the 2010 Global Adult Tobacco
Survey conducted by the Brazilian National Cancer Institute (INCA) with 2012
population estimates from the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estat̀ıstica
(IBGE); see appendix for further details.

Step 3: Lastly, as in step 3 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to

sample size within each city. This yielded the w
(3)
i weights.

Part B) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for newly recruited smokers
proceeded as follows:

Step 1: As in section 2.2.1, each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The

initial weight of the ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the prob-
ability of selection within his/her household while the non-smoker quota was

opened and after it was closed. Formally, the w
(1)
i weights are given by

w
(1)
i =

#smokersi × #adultsi

P̂i × #smokersi + (1 − P̂i) × #adultsi
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where #adultsi is the number of adults (i.e., 18 years and older) in the household
of the ith respondent, #smokersi is the number of adult smokers in the household,
and P̂i is an estimate of the probability that the household of the ith respondent
was called when the non-smoker quota was opened. Correspondingly, 1− P̂i is an
estimate of the probability that the household of the ith respondent was called
when the non-smoker quota was closed. Recall that #adultsi was capped at 4
to prevent large households from having too much influence on the weights (see
section 2.1); thus, #smokersi ≤ #adultsi ≤ 4.

Computation of the P̂i’s: there was no temporary closure of the non-smoker
quotas at wave 2. Hence, unlike the P̂i’s at wave 1 (see section 2.2.1), the wave 2
P̂i’s do not depend on the date the ith respondent was interviewed. However,
fieldwork progress varied by city, and thus the wave 2 P̂i’s depend on the city
of the ith respondent. Using data from the wave 2 call-logs in combination with
the method described in section 2.2.1,

P̂i =


0.62 if ith respondent resides in São Paulo

0.49 if ith respondent resides in Rio de Janeiro

0.26 if ith respondent resides in Porto Alegre

Step 2: Exactly as in step 2 of part A, the w
(1)
i weights were calibrated to smoking

prevalences by city/sex/age groups. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

Step 3: As usual, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city.

This yielded the w
(3)
i weights.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B:

• Combining the rescaled weights is trivial, and simply consists of putting the w
(3)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(3)
i weights computed in part B in

a single column.

• Combining the inflation weights is slightly more complicated. Putting the w
(2)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(2)
i weights computed in part B

in a single column would result in the weights summing to twice the estimated
number of smokers in each of the 18 calibration cells of step 2. To get around this,
the combined inflation weights are the combined rescaled weights computed above
and then re-calibrated to smoking prevalences as in step 2 of part A.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the rescaled and
inflation weights obtained in part C are given in tables 1 and 2 below.
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2.3.3 Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights for non-smokers

Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights were computed for the 267 non-smokers recruited at
wave 1 that were retained and interviewed at wave 2. Note that 7 of these respondents
had started smoking by wave 2. However, as explained in section 2.3.1, these waves 1–2
longitudinal weights are designed to make respondents who completed both the waves 1
and 2 surveys representative of the population at the time of wave 1 not at the time of
wave 2. Consequently, if a respondent was recruited as a non-smoker, he/she will always
be considered as a non-smoker when computing his/her longitudinal weights, and that
regardless of his/her current smoking status. Note that this will not be the case when
computing the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for non-smokers who started smoking in
section 2.3.4 below.

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled non-smoker weight of the ith

respondent computed in section 2.2.2, computation of the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights
for non-smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to non-smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done to compensate for different attrition rates between the
various city/sex/age groups. This post-stratification adjustment was done the
same way as in step 2 of section 2.2.2. Since the waves 1–2 longitudinal weights
are designed to make the 267 non-smokers who completed both the waves 1 and 2
surveys representative of the population of non-smokers at the time of wave 1,
the calibration figures in column 5 of table A.1 were used once again here. The
only difference is that some of the 19 cells used in step 2 of section 2.2.2 were
collapsed because they now contained to few respondents; this collapsing resulted
in a total of 15 cells, and the re-calibration yielded the w

(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.2, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 1 and 2 below.

2.3.4 Cross-sectional wave 2 weights for non-smokers

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for 608 respondents who completed
the non-smoker section of the wave 2 survey was divided into three parts:

Part A) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for the 260 cohort non-
smokers. These are the 267 respondents mentioned in section 2.3.3 minus the
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7 respondents that were recruited as non-smokers at wave 1, but had started
smoking by wave 2. As mentioned in section 2.3.2, these 7 respondents were
assigned a cross-sectional wave 2 weight for smokers.

Part B) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for the 348 non-smokers newly
recruited at wave 2.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B.

Part A) Starting with w
(0)
i , the base/initial weight for the ith respondent computed

in step 1 of section 2.2.2, computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for cohort
non-smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: As in step 2 of section 2.2.2, the w
(0)
i weights were then calibrated to non-smoking

prevalences by city/sex/age groups. To this end, age was divided into 3 intervals
(i.e., [18, 40), [40, 55) and [55, 100)); thus yielding the 18 city/sex/age cells of
table A.2. However, some of those 18 cells contained too few respondents and
were collapsed with cells with similar non-smoking prevalences; this resulted in
a total of 12 cells. Note that age is the age of the respondent at the time he/she
completed the wave 2 survey, not the age he/she was when initially recruited to
be part of the ITC Brazil Survey.

For respondents in cell Ck (k = 1, . . . , 12), this post-stratification adjustment

consisted in multiplying their w
(0)
i weights by N̂nsmk

k /tk to produce calibrated

w
(1)
i weights. These w

(1)
i weights are such that their sum over all respondents

in cell Ck is equal to N̂nsmk
k , the estimated number of non-smokers in that cell.

Let k be the cell to which the ith respondent belongs to, the w
(1)
i weight of that

respondent is given by

w
(1)
i = w

(0)
i × N̂nsmk

k

tk
= w

(0)
i × N̂nsmk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(0)
i

where N̂nsmk
1 , . . . , N̂nsmk

12 are given in column 5 of table A.2 and Ck is the set of all

respondents in cell k. The estimated number of non-smokers (i.e., the N̂nsmk
k ’s)

were obtained by combining the same two surveys as in step 2 of section 2.3.2,
and by simply taking 1 minus the smoking prevalence figure as the corresponding
non-smoking prevalence figure.

Step 2: Lastly, as in step 3 of section 2.2.2, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to

sample size within each city. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

Part B) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights for newly recruited non-
smokers proceeded as follows:
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

Step 1: As in section 2.2.2, each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The

initial weight of the ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the prob-
ability of selection within his/her household while the non-smoker quota was

opened. Formally, the w
(1)
i weights are given by

w
(1)
i =

#adultsi

P̂i

where #adultsi is the number of adults (i.e., 18 years and older) in the household
of the ith respondent, and P̂i were given in section 2.3.2 (see step 1 of part B).

Step 2: The w
(1)
i weights were then calibrated to non-smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done the same way as in step 1 of part A and using the same
calibration figures. The only small difference is that the 18 city/sex/age cells

only needed to be collapsed into 14 cells instead of 12. This yielded the w
(2)
i

weights.

Step 3: As usual, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city.

This yielded the w
(3)
i weights.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B:

• Combining the rescaled weights is trivial, and simply consists of putting the w
(2)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(3)
i weights computed in part B in

a single column.

• Combining the inflation weights is slightly more complicated. Putting the w
(1)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(2)
i weights computed in part B in

a single column would result in the weights summing to twice the estimated number
of non-smokers in each of the calibration cells of step 1 of part A. To get around
this, the combined inflation weights are the combined rescaled weights computed
above and then re-calibrated to smoking prevalences as in step 1 of part A.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the rescaled and
inflation weights obtained in part C are given in tables 1 and 2 below.
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

CV
Weight Section Inflation Rescaled
Smokers

Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights 2.3.1 1.01 0.63
Cross-sectional wave 2 weights 2.3.2 1.05 0.85

Non-Smokers
Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights 2.3.3 0.97 0.67
Cross-sectional wave 2 weights 2.3.4 1.04 0.67

Normally, multiplying by a constant does not change the value of the cv. However, rescaling is

done on a per city basis in the ITC Brazil (see step 3 of section 2.2.1 for example). Since the

three cities have very different population sizes, the average of the inflation weights is quite

different in each city. Consequently, rescaling on a per city basis results in a different cv.

Table 1: Coefficients of variation (cv’s) of the various wave 2 weights.

Sections Varname/label
Weight Smokers Non-smokers Inflation Rescaled
Waves 1–2 longitudinal weights 2.3.1 2.3.3 bDE57921v bDE57923v

Cross-sectional wave 2 weights 2.3.2 2.3.4 bDE57915v bDE57919v

For each of those set of weights, no respondent can have both a smoker and a non-smoker

weight. Hence, the same two labels are used for both the smoker and the non-smoker weights.

Variables aFR57305 and bFR57305 allow data users to easily identify which respondents are

smokers and which are non-smokers at waves 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 2: Variable names/labels of the various wave 2 weights in the Brazil dataset.

2.4 Wave 3 weights

Six sets of weights were computed at wave 3:

i) Section 2.4.1 describes the computation of the waves 1–3 longitudinal weights for
smokers

ii) Section 2.4.2 describes the computation of the waves 2–3 longitudinal weights for
smokers

iii) Section 2.4.3 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for
smokers

iv) Section 2.4.4 describes the computation of the waves 1–3 longitudinal weights for
non-smokers

v) Section 2.4.5 describes the computation of the waves 2–3 longitudinal weights for
non-smokers
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

vi) Section 2.4.6 describes the computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for
non-smokers

As in waves 1 and 2, inflation (i.e., un-rescaled) and rescaled versions the weights are
available for each of the six sets of weights. See beginning of section 2.2.1 for more
information.

2.4.1 Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights for smokers

Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights were computed for the 209 smokers recruited at wave 1
that were retained and interviewed at both waves 2 and 3. Note that 80 of these re-
spondents had quit smoking at wave 3. However, as mentioned in section 2.3.1, these
longitudinal weights are designed to make respondents who completed all three waves
representative of the population of smokers at the time of wave 1; not at the time of
waves 2 or 3. Consequently, if a respondent was recruited as a smoker, he/she will al-
ways be considered as a smoker when computing his/her longitudinal weights, and that
regardless of his/her current smoking status.

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled waves 1-2 longitudinal weight of

the ith respondent computed in section 2.3.1, computation of the waves 1–3 longitudinal
weights for smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to smoking prevalences. This post-stratification

adjustment was done the same way and using the same calibration figures (i.e.,
column 4 of table A.1) as in step 2 of section 2.2.1. However, the 24 city/sex/age
cells used in step 2 of section 2.2.1 were collapsed into 6 city/sex cells because they

now contained to few respondents; this re-calibration yielded the w
(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city; i.e., to sum to nc = 65 in São Paulo, nc = 77 in Rio de Janeiro
and nc = 67 in Porto Alegre. This yielded the w

(2)
i weights.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 3 and 4 below.

2.4.2 Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights for smokers

Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights were computed for the 478 respondents recruited as
smokers at either waves 1 or 2, and that were retained and interviewed at wave 3. Note
that some of these respondents had quit smoking at wave 3. However, as explained in
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

the beginning of section 2.3.2, quitters are treated as smokers when computing sampling
weights in the ITC Brazil Survey (as well as in the vast majority of ITC surveys).

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled cross-sectional wave 2 smoker

weight of the ith respondent computed in section 2.3.2, computation of the waves 2–3
longitudinal weights for smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done to compensate for different attrition rates between the
various city/sex/age groups. This post-stratification adjustment was done the
same way as in step 2 (part A) of section 2.3.2. Since the waves 2–3 longitudinal
weights are designed to make these 478 respondents recruited as smokers at one
of the prior two waves representative of the population of smokers at the time
of wave 2, the calibration figures in column 4 of table A.2 were used once again
here. The only difference is that two of the 18 cells used in step 2 (part A) of
section 2.3.2 were collapsed together because they now contained to few respon-
dents; this collapsing resulted in a total of 17 cells, and the re-calibration yielded
the w

(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 3 and 4 below.

2.4.3 Cross-sectional wave 3 weights for smokers

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for the 1358 respondents who com-
pleted the smoker section of the wave 3 survey was divided into three parts:

Part A) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for the 481 cohort smokers.
These respondents consist of the 478 cohort smokers mentioned in section 2.4.2
above, and of 3 respondents that were recruited as non-smokers at waves 1 or 2,
but had started smoking by wave 3. Note that 142 of these cohort smokers
had quit smoking by wave 2, and that the comments made at the beginning
of section 2.3.2 (about treating quitters as smokers when computing sampling
weights) also apply here.

Part B) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for the 877 smokers newly
recruited at wave 3.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B.
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

Part A) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for cohort smokers proceeded
as follows:

Step 1: Each respondent was assigned a base/initial weight w
(0)
i :

• If ith respondent was a smoker at wave 2, w
(0)
i is his/her base/initial weight

computed in step 1 of section 2.2.1 if the respondent was recruited at wave 1
or the base/initial weight computed in step 1 (part A) of section 2.3.2 if the
respondent was recruited at wave 2.

• If the ith respondent is one of the 3 respondents recruited as a non-smoker,
w

(0)
i weight is the average of the base/initial weights amongst smokers of

the same city and with the same number of adults living in the household
as respondent i.

Step 2: As in step 2 of section 2.2.1, the w
(0)
i weights were then calibrated to smoking

prevalences by city/sex/age groups. To this end, age was divided into 3 intervals
(i.e., [18, 40), [40, 55) and [55, 100)); thus yielding the 18 city/sex/age cells of
table A.3. However, some of those 18 cells contained too few respondents and
were collapsed with cells with similar smoking prevalences; this resulted in a
total of 14 cells. Note that age is the age of the respondent at the time he/she
completed the wave 3 survey, not the age he/she was when initially recruited to
be part of the ITC Brazil Survey.

For respondents in cell Ck (k = 1, . . . , 14), this post-stratification adjustment

consisted in multiplying their w
(1)
i weights by N̂ smk

k /tk to produce calibrated w
(2)
i

weights. These w
(2)
i weights are such that their sum over all respondents in cell

Ck is equal to N̂ smk
k , the estimated number of smokers in that cell. Let k be the

cell to which the ith respondent belongs to, the w
(2)
i weight of that respondent is

given by

w
(2)
i = w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k

tk
= w

(1)
i × N̂ smk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(1)
i

where N̂ smk
1 , . . . , N̂ smk

14 are given in column 4 of table A.3 and Ck is the set of all

respondents in cell k. The estimated number of smokers (i.e., the N̂ smk
k ’s) were

obtained by combining prevalence estimates from the 2015 VIGITEL Survey
conducted by the Brazilian Ministry of Health with 2015 population estimates;
see appendix for further details.

Step 3: Lastly, as in step 3 of section 2.2.1, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to

sample size within each city.

Part B) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for newly recruited smokers
proceeded as follows:
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

Step 1: As in section 2.2.1, each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The ini-

tial weight of the ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the probabil-
ity of selection within his/her household while the non-smoker and female smoker

quotas were opened and after they were closed. Formally, the w
(1)
i weights are

given by

w
(1)
i =

(
P̂ nsmk
i

#adultsi
+

(1 − P̂ nsmk
i ) × P̂ fem

i

#smokersi
+

(1 − P̂ nsmk
i ) × (1 − P̂ fem

i )

#male smokersi

)−1
where #adultsi is the number of adults (i.e., 18 years and older) in the household
of the ith respondent, #smokersi is the number of adult smokers in the household,
#male smokersi is the number of adult male smokers in the household, P̂ nsmk

i

is an estimate of the probability that the household of the ith respondent was
called when the non-smoker quota was opened, and P̂ fem

i is an estimate of the
probability that the household of the ith respondent was called when the female
smoker quota was opened. Recall that #adultsi was capped at 4 to prevent large
households from having too much influence on the weights (see section 2.1); thus,
#male smokersi ≤ #smokersi ≤ #adultsi ≤ 4.

Step 2: As in step 2 of part A, the w
(1)
i weights were calibrated to smoking prevalences

by city/sex/age groups. The only small difference is that the 18 city/sex/age

cells did not need to be collapsed. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

Step 3: As usual, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city.

This yielded the w
(3)
i weights.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B:

• Combining the rescaled weights is trivial, and simply consists of putting the w
(3)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(3)
i weights computed in part B in

a single column.

• Combining the inflation weights is slightly more complicated. Putting the w
(2)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(2)
i weights computed in part B

in a single column would result in the weights summing to twice the estimated
number of smokers in each of the 18 calibration cells of step 2. To get around this,
the combined inflation weights are the combined rescaled weights computed above
and then re-calibrated to smoking prevalences as in step 2 of part A.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the rescaled and
inflation weights obtained in part C are given in tables 3 and 4 below.
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

2.4.4 Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights for non-smokers

Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights were computed for the 144 non-smokers recruited at
wave 1 that were retained and interviewed at both waves 2 and 3. Note that 3 of these
respondents had started smoking by wave 3. However, as mentioned in section 2.3.3, these
longitudinal weights are designed to make respondents who completed all three waves
representative of the population of non-smokers at the time of wave 1. Consequently,
if a respondent was recruited as a non-smoker, he/she will always be considered as a
non-smoker when computing his/her longitudinal weights, and that regardless of his/her
current smoking status.

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled waves 1–2 longitudinal weight of

the ith respondent computed in section 2.3.3, computation of the waves 1–3 longitudinal
weights for non-smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to non-smoking prevalences. This post-

stratification adjustment was done the same way and using the same calibration
figures (i.e., column 5 of table A.1) as in step 2 of section 2.2.2. However, the 19
city/sex/age cells used in step 2 of section 2.2.2 were collapsed into 6 city/sex
cells because they now contained to few respondents; this re-calibration yielded
the w

(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.2, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 3 and 4 below.

2.4.5 Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights for non-smokers

Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights were computed for the 276 respondents recruited as
non-smokers at either waves 1 or 2, and that were retained and interviewed at wave 3.
Note that some of these respondents had started smoking at wave 3. However, these
longitudinal weights are designed to make those 276 respondents representative of the
population of non-smokers at the time of wave 2; not wave 1 nor wave 3. Consequently,
if a respondent recruited at wave 1 had started smoking by wave 2, he/she will not
receive a waves 2–3 longitudinal non-smoker weights, but will rather receive a waves 2–3
longitudinal smoker weights.

Starting with the w
(0)
i weights, where w

(0)
i is the rescaled cross-sectional wave 2 non-

smoker weight of the ith respondent computed in section 2.3.4, computation of the waves
2–3 longitudinal weights for non-smokers proceeded as follows:
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

Step 1: The w
(0)
i weights were re-calibrated to non-smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done to compensate for different attrition rates between the
various city/sex/age groups. This post-stratification adjustment was done the
same way and using the same calibration figures (i.e., column 5 of table A.2)
as in step 1 (part A) of section 2.3.4. The only small difference is that the 18
city/sex/age cells only needed to be collapsed into 15 cells instead of 12. This

yielded the w
(1)
i weights.

Step 2: As in step 3 of section 2.2.2, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size

within each city. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i

weights are given in tables 3 and 4 below.

2.4.6 Cross-sectional wave 3 weights for non-smokers

Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for 470 respondents who completed
the non-smoker section of the wave 3 survey was divided into three parts:

Part A) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for the 273 cohort non-
smokers. These are the 276 respondents mentioned in section 2.4.5 above minus
the 3 respondents that were recruited as non-smokers, but had started smoking
by wave 3. As mentioned in section 2.4.3, these 3 respondents were assigned a
cross-sectional wave 3 weight for smokers.

Part B) Construction of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for the 197 non-smokers newly
recruited at wave 2.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B.

Part A) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for cohort non-smokers
proceeded as follows:

Step 1: Each respondent was assigned a base/initial weight w
(0)
i . If ith respondent was

recruited at wave 1, his/her base/initial weight was computed in step 1 of sec-
tion 2.2.1; if ith respondent was recruited at wave 2, his/her base/initial weight
was computed in step 1 (part B) of section 2.3.4.
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2 WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

Step 2: As in step 2 of section 2.2.2, the w
(0)
i weights were then calibrated to non-smoking

prevalences by city/sex/age groups. To this end, age was divided into 3 intervals
(i.e., [18, 40), [40, 55) and [55, 100)); thus yielding the 18 city/sex/age cells of
table A.2. However, some of those 18 cells contained too few respondents and
were collapsed with cells with similar non-smoking prevalences; this resulted in
a total of 14 cells. Note that age is the age of the respondent at the time he/she
completed the wave 3 survey, not the age he/she was when initially recruited to
be part of the ITC Brazil Survey.

For respondents in cell Ck (k = 1, . . . , 14), this post-stratification adjustment

consisted in multiplying their w
(0)
i weights by N̂nsmk

k /tk to produce calibrated

w
(1)
i weights. These w

(1)
i weights are such that their sum over all respondents

in cell Ck is equal to N̂nsmk
k , the estimated number of non-smokers in that cell.

Let k be the cell to which the ith respondent belongs to, the w
(1)
i weight of that

respondent is given by

w
(1)
i = w

(0)
i × N̂nsmk

k

tk
= w

(0)
i × N̂nsmk

k∑
i∈Ck

w
(0)
i

where N̂nsmk
1 , . . . , N̂nsmk

14 are given in column 5 of table A.3 and Ck is the set of all

respondents in cell k. The estimated number of non-smokers (i.e., the N̂nsmk
k ’s)

were obtained by combining the same two surveys as in step 2 of section 2.4.3,
and by simply taking 1 minus the smoking prevalence figure as the corresponding
non-smoking prevalence figure.

Step 3: Lastly, as in step 3 of section 2.2.2, the w
(1)
i weights were rescaled to sum to

sample size within each city. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

Part B) Computation of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights for newly recruited non-
smokers proceeded as follows:

Step 1: As in section 2.2.2, each respondent was assigned an initial weight w
(1)
i . The

initial weight of the ith respondent can be viewed as an adjustment for the prob-
ability of selection within his/her household while the non-smoker quota was.

Formally, the w
(1)
i weights are given by

w
(1)
i =

#adultsi

P̂ nsmk
i

where #adultsi is the number of adults (i.e., 18 years and older) in the household
of the ith respondent, and P̂i were given in section 2.4.3 (see step 1 of part B).
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Step 2: The w
(1)
i weights were then calibrated to non-smoking prevalences by city/sex/age

groups. This was done the same way as in step 2 of part A and using the same
calibration figures. The only small difference is that the 18 city/sex/age cells

needed to be collapsed into 11 cells instead of 14. This yielded the w
(2)
i weights.

Step 3: As usual, the w
(2)
i weights were rescaled to sum to sample size within each city.

This yielded the w
(3)
i weights.

Part C) Combining the weights computed in parts A and B:

• Combining the rescaled weights is trivial, and simply consists of putting the w
(2)
i

weights computed in part A together with the w
(3)
i weights computed in part B in

a single column.

• The combined inflation weights are the combined rescaled weights computed above
and then re-calibrated to smoking prevalences as in step 2 of part A.

The coefficients of variation (cv’s) and the variable names/labels of the rescaled and
inflation weights obtained in part C are given in tables 3 and 4 below.

CV
Weight Section Inflation Rescaled
Smokers

Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.1 1.00 0.63
Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.2 1.08 0.95
Cross-sectional wave 3 weights 2.4.3 1.33 1.01

Non-Smokers
Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.4 1.01 0.68
Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.5 1.22 0.77
Cross-sectional wave 3 weights 2.4.6 1.14 0.74

Normally, multiplying by a constant does not change the value of the cv. However, rescaling is

done on a per city basis in the ITC Brazil (see step 3 of section 2.2.1 for example). Since the

three cities have very different population sizes, the average of the inflation weights is quite

different in each city. Consequently, rescaling on a per city basis results in a different cv.

Table 3: Coefficients of variation (cv’s) of the various wave 3 weights.
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Sections Varname/label
Weight Smokers Non-smokers Inflation Rescaled
Waves 1–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.1 2.4.4 cDE57921v cDE57923v

Waves 2–3 longitudinal weights 2.4.2 2.4.5 cDE57925v cDE57927v

Cross-sectional wave 3 weights 2.4.3 2.4.6 cDE57915v cDE57919v

For each of those set of weights, no respondent can have both a smoker and a non-smoker

weight. Hence, the same two labels are used for both the smoker and the non-smoker weights.

Variables aFR57305, bFR57305 and cFR57305 allow data users to easily identify which

respondents are smokers and which are non-smokers at waves 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 4: Variable names/labels of the various wave 3 weights in the Brazil dataset.

3 Which weights should be used

In conjunction with the description of weight construction provided in sections 2.2–2.4,
this section provides some guidance on which weights to use depending on the analysis
being carried out.

It should first be mentioned that females are over-represented in the ITC Brazil sample.
This was not done on purpose, and fieldwork was conducted at various times of the
day and on different days of the week (including the weekend). Even so, women were
more likely to complete the survey than men. To correct for this, gender quotas were
introduced. However, this was only implemented starting with the wave 3 replenishment
sample. Consequently, 701 of the 1358 (or 51.6%) respondents who completed the smoker
section of the wave 3 survey are women; whereas about 44.0% of the smoker population
of the three cities combined are women. It is thus essential to use survey weights in
all analyses, as results will be biased towards opinions and attitudes of female smokers
otherwise.

A total of 12 sets of weights were computed for the ITC Brazil Survey:

• The target population for the 6 sets of weights for smokers is the adult (i.e., 18
years and older) population of smokers1 residing in São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and
Porto Alegre.

◦ The cross-sectional wave 1 weights for smokers (computed in section 2.2.1) are
designed to make the 1215 smokers, who completed the wave 1 survey, represen-
tative of the target population of smokers at the time of wave 1 (i.e., Apr – Jun
2009). They are the most appropriate weights to use in analyses involving wave 1

1In the ITC Brazil Survey, a smoker is defined as someone who has smoked 100 cigarettes or more
in his/her lifetime and smoked at least once in the 30 days prior to being recruited.
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data only, and to make descriptive and/or analytical inference on that popula-
tion at that given point in time. They are also the weights we recommend using
for respondents recruited at wave 1 in generalized estimating equation (GEE)
analyses involving data from multiple waves (see below).

◦ The cross-sectional wave 2 weights for smokers (computed in section 2.3.2) are
designed to make the 1222 respondents, who completed the smoker section of
the wave 2 survey, representative of the target population of smokers at the time
of wave 2 (i.e., Oct 2012 – Feb 2013). They are the most appropriate weights
to use in analyses involving wave 2 data only, and to make descriptive and/or
analytical inference on that population at that given point in time. They are
also the weights we recommend using for respondents recruited at wave 2 in
generalized estimating equation (GEE) analyses involving data from multiple
waves (see below).

◦ The cross-sectional wave 3 weights for smokers (computed in section 2.4.3) are
designed to make the 1358 respondents, who completed the smoker section of the
wave 3 survey, representative of the target population of smokers at the time
of wave 3 (i.e., Sep 2016 – Feb 2017). They are the most appropriate weights
to use in analyses involving wave 3 data only, and to make descriptive and/or
analytical inference on that population at that given point in time. They are
also the weights we recommend using for respondents recruited at wave 3 in
generalized estimating equation (GEE) analyses involving data from multiple
waves (see below).

◦ The waves 1–2 longitudinal weights for smokers (computed in section 2.3.1) are
designed to make the 488 smokers (and recent quitters), who completed both
the waves 1 and 2 surveys, representative of that same target population at
the time of wave 1. They are the most appropriate weights when conducting
longitudinal analyses using respondents who completed both waves, and to make
analytical inference on how the target population evolved between waves 1 and 2.
For example, longitudinal studies of how proximal variables predict outcomes
in the subsequent waves, and how baseline differences in policies affect those
relationships.

◦ The waves 1–3 longitudinal weights for smokers (computed in section 2.4.1) are
designed to make the 209 smokers (and recent quitters), who completed all three
waves, representative of the target population at the time of wave 1. Because
of attrition, the longitudinal sample gets a little less representative of the target
population at each wave.

◦ The waves 2–3 longitudinal weights for smokers (computed in section 2.4.2) are
designed to make the 478 smokers (and recent quitters), who completed waves 2
and 3, representative of that the target population at the time of wave 2.
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3 WHICH WEIGHTS SHOULD BE USED

• The target population for the 6 sets of weights for non-smokers is the adult (i.e., 18
years and older) population of non-smokers1 residing in São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro
and Porto Alegre.

The explanations and recommendations given above for the 6 sets of weights for
smokers also apply here; after making the obvious updates to section numbers
and changing the number of smokers to the number of non-smokers. For example,
the cross-sectional wave 1 weights for non-smokers (computed in section 2.2.2)
are designed to make the 610 non-smokers, who completed the wave 1 survey,
representative of the target population of non-smokers at the time of wave 1 (i.e.,
Apr – Jun 2009). They are the most appropriate weights to use in analyses involving
wave 1 data only, and to make descriptive and/or analytical inference on that
population at that given point in time. They are also the weights we recommend
using for respondents recruited at wave 1 in generalized estimating equation (GEE)
analyses involving data from multiple waves (see below).

As with other surveys and other longitudinal surveys, it is good practice to include the
survey design variables and the variables used in the weight construction, when fitting
statistical models (e.g, linear or logistic regression models) using ITC Brazil data. Hence,
we highly recommend that any statistical model includes age (labelled age, continuous,
and agegrp, categorical, in the dataset) and gender (labelled sex in the dataset) as
covariates, and city (labelled astrata, bstrata and cstrata in the dataset) either as a
covariate or as the stratification variable.

3.1 Inflation versus rescaled weights

As noted above, 12 sets of weights were computed for the ITC Brazil Survey. In each set,
every qualified respondent was assigned two weights: an inflation or un-rescaled weight,
and the corresponding rescaled weight. Both are calibrated to smoking (non-smoking)
prevalences. In addition, the rescaled weights were multiplied by a constant to ensure
that they sum to the corresponding sample size (e.g., see step 3 of section 2.2.1). As
mentioned at the beginning of section 2.2.1, the main reason for this rescaling is to
facilitate joint analyses involving data from all three cities, as well as comparisons with
other countries part of the ITC Project.

Using the data from table A.3, there were about 1.2 million smokers in São Paulo at the
time of wave 3, and the inflation weights thus sum to that figure. If we compare to the
other two cities, there were about 169,000 smokers in Porto Alegre and about 635,000
smokers in Rio de Janeiro at the time of wave 3. Hence, if the wave 3 inflation weights

1In the ITC Brazil Survey, a non-smoker is defined as someone who has smoked less that 100 cigarettes
in his/her lifetime or did not smoked in the 30 days prior to begin recruited.
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3 WHICH WEIGHTS SHOULD BE USED

are used, any analysis using data from all three cities will be dominated by São Paulo
(as its population of smokers is twice that of Rio de Janeiro and 7 times larger than that
of Porto Alegre). This is a valid approach if the aim is to make descriptive inference on
the overall population of 2 million smokers residing in the three cities.

On the other hand, the rescaled wave 3 weights (computed in section 2.4.3) will sum to
460 in São Paulo (the number of adult smokers who completed the wave 3 survey), 449
in Porto Alegre and 449 in Rio de Janeiro. Hence, if the rescaled weights are used, the
three cities will have about the same impact on the results. These are the weights to use
when the aim is analytical inference (i.e., statistical inference about probabilistic models,
causal mechanisms or parameters of a super-population) on smokers residing in the three
cities. In summary, rescaling the weights to sum to sample size is a simple and efficient
way to make cities (and countries) with vastly different population sizes comparable.

3.2 Generalized estimating equations

Generalized estimating equations (GEE) is a popular statistical tool when analysing ITC
data. It is especially useful when the aim is to assess the effect of a new tobacco control
policy in a given country. In such a situation, the GEE analysis would involve data from
both the wave prior to that new policy and the wave post policy for that given country,
as well as data from one or more other ITC country(ies) where no such policy was(were)
implemented to act as a “control” group(s). The analysis would then test if the changes
between the pre and post waves in that given country were statistically different than
changes happening in other countries over the same (or comparable) time period. Which
sampling weights should be used for such analyses, and for GEE analyses in general?
Though this is still an active research topic in survey methodology and that there is
thus no formal consensus at this point in time, we recommend using the cross-sectional
weights at the wave the respondent was recruited. For example, if a respondent was
recruited at wave 1, then his/her wave 1 cross-sectional weight would be used for all of
his/her data points (i.e., his/her wave 1 responses obviously, but also his/her waves 2, 3,
etc. responses). Likewise, if the respondent was recruited at wave 2, then his/her wave 2
cross-sectional weight would be used for all of his/her data points.
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APPENDIX

Appendix: Benchmark/calibration figures

The estimated number of smokers and non-smokers given in table A.1 were obtained by
combining population estimates from the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estat̀ıstica
(IBGE; Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) to prevalence estimates from the
2003 Brazilian National Household Survey, which was also conducted by the IBGE. To
estimate the number of smokers, population estimates for a given city/sex/age group
combination were simply multiplied by the smoking prevalence for the same city/sex/age
group combination. Estimation of the number of non-smokers proceeded the same way,
except that population estimates were multiplied by one minus the smoking prevalence
of the corresponding city/sex/age group combination. The population estimates are for
2008, and are based on the 2000 Brazilian Census.

The estimated number of smokers and non-smokers given in tables A.2 and A.3 were
obtained in a similar manner, but using updated population and smoking prevalence
estimates; see step 2 of part A in section 2.3.2 for table A.2, and step 2 of part A in
section 2.4.3 for table A.3.
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City Sex Age #smokers #non-smokers

São Paulo male [18, 25) 128,410 513,638a

male [25, 40) 277,956 1,084,572a

male [40, 55) 327,369 632,657
male [55, 100) 163,944 536,670
female [18, 25) 81,648 587,595b

female [25, 40) 324,219 1,176,794b

female [40, 55) 222,939 914,506
female [55, 100) 133,113 867,733

Rio de Janeiro male [18, 25) 37,776 290,712c

male [25, 40) 132,563 576,331c

male [40, 55) 166,502 394,112
male [55, 100) 92,175 392,957
female [18, 25) 27,045 306,848
female [25, 40) 132,562 633,694
female [40, 55) 174,592 502,120
female [55, 100) 75,688 652,081

Porto Alegre male [18, 25) 24,000 58,475d

male [25, 40) 51,506 114,108d

male [40, 55) 42,360 87,182
male [55, 100) 24,081 82,944
female [18, 25) 21,282 59,947e

female [25, 40) 41,892 134,869e

female [40, 55) 48,349 110,173
female [55, 100) 23,208 144,965

Cells sharing the same letters (a, b, etc.) were collapsed when computing

the wave 1 non-smoker weights (see section 2.2.2).

Table A.1: Estimated # of smokers and non-smokers, per city/sex/age group, used for
calibration of the wave 1 weights, and of the waves 1–2 and 1–3 longitudinal weights.
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City Sex Age #smokers #non-smokers

São Paulo male [18, 40) 397,401 1,706,400a

male [40, 55) 286,091 754,239a

male [55, 100) 144,278 644,126a

female [18, 40) 282,431 1,962,333
female [40, 55) 240,265 967,099
female [55, 100) 116,323 1,002,171

Rio de Janeiro male [18, 40) 203,830 897,408b

male [40, 55) 127,114 469,663b

male [55, 100) 104,694 418,776b

female [18, 40) 118,144 1,044,211
female [40, 55) 135,883 568,174
female [55, 100) 85,945 695,372

Porto Alegre male [18, 40) 62,568 183,882c

male [40, 55) 37,726 91,916c

male [55, 100) 20,757 94,559c

female [18, 40) 48,178 213,421
female [40, 55) 37,131 120,873
female [55, 100) 23,600 155,188

Cells sharing the same letters (a, b, etc.) were collapsed when computing the

cross-sectional wave 2 weights for non-smokers (see part A of section 2.3.4).

Table A.2: Estimated # of smokers and non-smokers, per city/sex/age group, used
for calibration of the cross-sectional wave 2 weights, and of the waves 2–3 longitudinal
weights.
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City Sex Age #smokers #non-smokers

São Paulo male [18, 40) 269,506 1852,433a

male [40, 55) 236,306 927,762a

male [55, 100) 155,554 781,518a

female [18, 40) 227,639 1,959,440b

female [40, 55) 178,556 1,096,844b

female [55, 100) 174,278 1,126,305

Rio de Janeiro male [18, 40) 169,662 930,187
male [40, 55) 78,455 544,203c

male [55, 100) 90,788 498,746c

female [18, 40) 104,766 997,313d

female [40, 55) 118,893 568,351d

female [55, 100) 72,302 788,437

Porto Alegre male [18, 40) 50,684 205,637
male [40, 55) 22,408 107,118e

male [55, 100) 15,317 120,228e

female [18, 40) 35,205 229,951f

female [40, 55) 24,983 125,517f

female [55, 100) 20,404 185,699

Cells sharing the same letters (a, b, etc.) were collapsed when computing the

cross-sectional wave 3 weights for non-smokers (see part A of section 2.4.6).

Table A.3: Estimated # of smokers and non-smokers, per city/sex/age group, used for
calibration of the cross-sectional wave 3 weights.
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